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QiAPrER ONE

Introduction

'!he disenchantnen.t

between

the bar and the press on canera

ooverage of court proceedings began in 1935 after Bruno Hauptnann was
tried ,

convicted ,

and executed for- the kidnapping and murder of

<l'larles Lindbergh ' s son .

Thousands of people gathered in the streetS

to wait for news of the trial while reporters and carreramen with film
and

still

oourtroom. 1

picture

caneras

covered

the

proceedings

inside

the

·

'!he . American Bar Association adopted canon 35 to keep radio
and photographic equiptent out of the courtroom in 193 7 .

canon 35

was amended in 1952 to ban television caneras fran the caurl:roorn.

A

na.jority of states across the nation agreed to accept canon 35 and
prohibited all caneras from the courtroom. 2
Other altercations

between

the bar and press occurred both in

and out of the courtroan in the next three decades .

The judge held

total control over the courtroan and had the authority to allow or

prevent canera coverage .

But that would change .

Decisions from

state and federal courts followed that essentially closed courtroom
doors to caneras in almO st every state .

In

Estes � Texas , the

United States Suprerre Court ruled cameras disrupted the proceedin gs
rraking a fair trial impossible for the defendant Billy Sol Estes .
Five of the nine United States Suprem: Court justices

agreed

vision carreras prevented a defendant ·from having a fair trial . 3 .

tele'

2

Courtroom doors began

to

States Supreme· Court's 1981 decision in Chandler v.
p>ssible for states to study the issue

cameras

in

court.

The

list

The United·

reopen in the mid-1970s.

of

and nake

states

Florida made it

their

pennitting

choices on

own

experi.nental

or

p:mmnent coverage of some court proceedings has steadily grown since
the

United

States

Supreme

Court

ruling

in

�

Chandler

Florida

in

January, 1981.4

. In
camera

coverage in the courtroom.

r:akota,
study

1986 there are forty-three states that permit

do _not

of

�e

pennit

current

state's attorneys,

any

television

attitudes .of

and

the issue of allowing

Only seven states,

members of

caneras

coverage.S

South

Bar

canera

cameras

coverage

of

a

judges,

of South Dakota on

in the courtroan.

courts

along

with

the

and

national

1980 there have

been b1o

corrmittees on

courtroan fonned by the Sputh Dakota Supreme Court
of

is

proposals

history

of

in the courtroom.
Since

use

thesis

justices,

'!he thesis will review South Dakota regulations
en

sort of

including South

This

Dakota

the State

some

carceras

in the courtroan

and to.

to

cameras

in

the

investigate the

recoi.llneild a course of action.6

'Ihe thesis will review those reconmendations and guidelines.
Knowledge of the attitudes of attort:leys belonging

Bar

to

the State

of South Dakota is essential since the South Dakota SUprene Court

cx:mnittee on

carceras

that the suppor t of

in the courtroom expressed· the opinion in 1983
the

South Dakota

State Bar is

imperative.

Any

3

proposed guidelines would need the support of bar attorneys before it
could be passed by both houses of the state legislature.7
The

South

Dakota

State

Bar conventions

of

and 19 85

1 9 84

provided evidence there was no sup.J;X)rt for a change in the South
Dakota codified law that prohibits electronic coverage in courtrooms.
M::mbers failed to support the guidelines proposed by the South Lakota
Suprere Court's canmittee on came ras in the courtroom.
to

be

addressed

December, 198 6 . 8

at

the

state

There is

no

judicial

conference

'!be matter is
scheduled

for

measure of the present attitudes held

by the �rs since an errpirical study has not been made.
South Dakota Codified Law 23A-44-16

forbids all

electronic

It states:

coverage of courtrooms.

Photograp hs, radio, and televi si on broadcasting
prohibited. The taking of photographs in a courtroom during
the progress of judicial proceedings from a courtroom shall
not be permitted by a court.
The
Senate

law,

Bill

158

"broadcasting,

passed
was

in

1978 ,

introduced

televising,

has

in

been

1981

recording,

challenged

and

and

would

only

once.

have

allowed

photography

during

courtroom sessions at the discretion of the judge. "9
The bill came out of the Senate Judiciary Co:rmri.ttee with a
"do pass" recorrrn
re dation.

But the South r:akota Senate rejected the

pro};X)sal by a fourteen to twenty-one vote.lO

An attempt was made to

reconsider the senate bill, but it failed to gain a majority vote.ll
There.have been no further attempts to change the South Dakota state
law prohibiting cameras in court since the 1 9 81 South Dakota legislative session.

4

To

camera

understand

the

attitude

in

the

to

coverage it -would be necessary

state's attorneys,

legal

conmunity

towards

justices,

judges,

question

Since

and lawyers across the state.

this

coomu-

nity will decide the question of access, its attitude is particularly
important.
Individual

justices,

judges,

It

vere part of a nail questionnaire.
attitudes

of

the

because

judges,

canera

that might be _affected by
judges

who

nake

up

the

and

full-tine

control

court

Each of

coverage.
of

magistrates

important to detennine the

was

judges

bench

law

South

proceedings

the

Dakota

forty-five

was

sent

a

questio�re.
'!he
'!here

sane

ques-tionnaire

are- sixty-five

state's

was

sent

to

attorneys

all

in

state's

attorneys.

Iakota · who

South

are

�sponsible for pro secuting individuals. charged with violating state
law.
Two hundred questionnaires -were
attorneys
lawyers

to

belonging

of

this

group

the
did

State
not

judges or state's attorneys.
ship list of the State
'!he
attorneys,
the five

Bar

questionnaire

·

Bar

of

include

This

was

sent

to

South

a

sample

Dakota.

listed members

The
who

of

1, 054

are

now

taken from the current member

of South Dakota. 12
focused

on

the

attitudes

but interviews -were also conducted with

comnercial

random

of

news

judges

and

directors of

television stations in the state using the
I

sa.me

questions.
'!he

questions

in

the

survey

-were

selected

from

the

roost

5

pertinent issues in the many cases and studies of canera coverage of
oourt proceedings .
A number of surveys have been taken in other states in the
p15t few years that neasured the attitudes of judges , attorneys , and
other court prrticipants on cameras in the courtroan, but the review
of literature revealed only one survey, taken in Indiana by Greg
Stefaniak

of

Oklahana

State

University ,

current

enough

to

be

considered as a direct reference in this thesis .13 . Indiana did not
allow camera coverage of oourt proceedings at the tine of this paper .
'!he studies . in other states do not relate as well to South Dakota
because the studies -were part of experirrental camera coverage in
oourt.
Like the Indiana study this survey in South Dakota sought
pro-access and anti-access responses .

Areas

of

concern in both

surveys included the effect of television camera coverage on court
decorum , witnesses , jurors , judges , and attorneys .

The two surveys

also included attitudes on coverage of sensational trials and on the
educational value of such coverage .
'!he research on attitudes toward careeras in the courtroom
suggested the following expectations in this study .
'!he

first expectation is that · judges ,

justices ,

and law

nagistrates would oppose allowing television carrera coverage in South
Iakota courtrooms .
Whether the bar has had first hand experience with caneras in
oourt seems to be the deciding factor .

In Illinois the resp::>n.se by

6

judges

was

overwhelmingly

rourtroom. l4

A

against

allowing

cameras

in

the

study by the Bar Association of Greater Cleveland ,

also concluded that the presence of cameras caused a disruption in
rourt. rs
There have been results favoring cameras in court proceedings
from states that were conducting experimental trial periods with
cameras in court.

In

1958 Oklahoma judges were surveyed .

Those

judges with experience in camera coverage in court overwhelmingly
favored its presence , while judges unfamiliar with such coverage were
only

slightly

in

·favor

of

allowing

camera

coverage

of

court

proceeding� . 16

'!here have been signs of support for cameras in the rourtroom
:in

South Dakota .

In

1978 a national conference of state chief

justices voted forty-four to one in favor of specific guidelines
allowing cameras into rourt . l7

South Dakota ' s fonrer Chief Justice

of the Suprene Court , Roger Wollman, voted in favor of the cameras in
the courtroan proposal .
'!he second expectation is that state ' s attorneys would oppose
television camera coverage in South Dakota courtroans .
Stefaniak study in Indiana

Part of the

surveyed prosecuting attorneys .

The

results showed a slightly negative attitude in a ma.jority of the
anti-access

questions .

Prosecuting . attorneys

favored

only

the

p:>ssible educational value of careera roverage of · court proceedings 18
.

'lhe third expectation is that State

Bar

of South Dakota

attorneys would strongly oppose television carcera coverage of South

7

rakota courtroans .

In Delaware attorneys opposed any rule change

allowing television coverage . l9

The American Bar Association, known

for its opposition to cameras in court, polled 600 attorneys in 1978
and almost seventy percent TNere oppo sed

to the idea. 20

'!he fourth expectation is that news directors of coomercial
television stations \'VOuld strongly favor carrera coverage of all South
rakota courtrooms .
A

study by Dalton Lancaster in Indiana included local rredia

representatives '

attitudes

toward

camera

coverage

of

court

-

proceeding s�
In

The su:pport was unanimous . 21

�UllllaiY,

the purpose of this study is

to

determine what the

attitudes of judges , · justices , state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys
are toward carrera coverage in the courtroan in 1986
Cllapter

Two

will review the literature relating

in the . courtroan issue .

for the study .

•

Chapter

'lhree

to

the carreras

will discuss the rrethodology

Chapter Four will analyze the infonna.tion obtained

from the surveys returned and restate the expectations .

<llapter Five

will sumnar ize the findings and make conclusions and reconmendations
for further study .
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Review of Literature

·

Historical Develop:nents
In

order to understand the canera in the courtroom issue it is

necessary to look at the conflict between the bar and the press over

'Ihe concern about rredia coverage of ·courtroom

the past sixty years .

trials . canes
Alrendm:mt

fran

and

.

the

a

conflict

of

Sixth Am:mdnent .

interpretations

of

the

First

The First Amendment states

Congress shall nake no laws abridging freedom of the press and the
Sixth Arrendnent states a defendant has a right to a fair trial .
'!he first coverage by electronic rredia of a court proceeding
considered to be the Scopes f.t>nkey Trial in 1925 . Chicago radio
station � provided coverage because of the p.lblic ' s interest in the

\tBS

proceedings .

But the first na.jor confrontation between the press and

the bar over broadcasting court proceedings carne ten years later when
Bruno Hauptmann was convicted of the kidnapping and llUrder of Charles
Lindbergh ' s son . l
A documentary produced by the British Broadcast Corporation
(BBC) and VliBH-'IV, Boston, aired on South Dakota Public Television in

early

January,

1986 ,

and·

revealed the atrrosphere in and around the

ex>urtroom as thousands of interested citizens packed the courtroom,
the sidewalks, and the streets waiting for neWs of the trial .

.It

also described the at.Ioosphere in court and actions of the judge ,
·

pro secuting attorney , defense attorney, and witnesses in the pr�sence

11

of

photographers

and

film caner as. 2

rollj "lg

Seven

hundred news

mws nedia personnel were esti.na.ted to have covered the trial.

included 129

photographers who

ignored

'!his

the judge' s order that no

pictures be taken . 3
After
Association

the

Hauptmann

passed

canon

judicial proceedings.

35

trial,
which

in

1937 ,

the

prohibited

all

Arrerican

Bar

cameras

from

The canon stated:

Proceedings in court should be conducted with fitting
dignitY and decorum.
'!be taking of photographs in the
courtroom, during sessions of the court or recesses between
sessions, and the brOadcasting of court proceedings are
calculated to detract fran the essential dignity o,f the
proceedings, degrade the court and create misconceptions with
respect thereto in the mind of the �lie and should not be
p:mnitted. 4
.
'!hat rule was

adopted

into roost state

judicial codes.

It

\\Uuld take forty-five years before the �ican Bar Association voted

to change the re-labeled rule 3A ( 7 ) which permitted "unobtrusive"
camer a co�rage under the appropriate guidelines. 5

Other cases occur red
oourtroom

doors

to

cane ras

argunents to

strengthening bar
and

equiprent

used

by

close

television

reporters.
Stroble � california,
nurder of a young girl.

in 1952 ,

involved

a brutal

ice pick

·.The murder resulted in special television

reports on crimes against children before the Stroble trial began .
'!he United States SUprare Court upheld the Stroble conviction
although special arphasis was nade on the inappropriate release of
infonnation

by

the

prosecu ting

attorney. 6

The majority

opinion

12

supported anti-access claims that attorneys would grandstand to the
nedia in and out of the courtroom.
'lbere were several trials televised in the 19 50s .
known telecast

occur red in Oklahana City , Oklahoma ,

The first

in December ,

1953 . 7

Another televised trial occurred a short time later in Waco ,

Texas.

'!he Abner v. McCall trial took place in December , 1955 . 8
'!here were many conflicts between television journalism and

the bar in the 1960s .

Rideau v. U>uisiana involved the broadcast of

an interview with the defendant conducted by the local sheriff .

The

interview, recorded on film , led to a murder confession fran the
·
accused which aired on one television station three tines .
\eS

Rideau

convicted , but the case was returned by the United States Supreme

Court because the state court had failed to grant a change of venue .
But

the IlBjority opinion also said showing Rideau ' s Illlrder confession

an

television was the sane as conducting his trial over television.

He

was tried a second time and convicted. 9

Another case after Rideau involved the murder of six people in
Indiana .

Again, in

Irvin

v.

Dowd ,

aedia coverage of the trial was

oonsidered by the Uni ted States SUprerre Court to be prejudicial and
the conviction was overturned . 10

This was a preliminary case for one

of the nost controversial · trials that kept_ courtroom doors closed to
electronic coverage in 100st states for sane time .
.

Estes v . Texas concerned not a nurderer , but an accused swin
dler .
noney·.

Billy Sol Estes was charged with cheating people out of their
The IlBjority opinion described the television coverage, with

13

the huge_ cameras, the many cables, cords, and lines rururing across
the

courtroan

pre-trial

floor . 11
trial

and

The

coverage

presiding
and

Texas

denied

the

judge

welCOll¥:rl

defense

the

attorney's

canplaints on the presence of the caner as.
The United States SUprane Court's ruling expressed the primary
ooncerns over the unknown effect of caner as on judges,
jurors, and witnesses.

attorneys,

In the najority opinion, Justice Tom Clark

referred to the presence of cameras as a "mental harassnent resernbling a police lineup or the third degree. "

Even more inportant he

said, �The television _ camera is a powerful weapon.

Intentionally or

inadvertently it can destroy an accused and his case in the eyes of
the �li e

•

•

•

it can strip the accused of a fair trial. "12

alief Justice Earl Warren said:
'lhe snouts of the four ·television caneras protruded
through the opening in the booth, and the caxreras and their
operators were not only readily visible but -were impossible to
ignore by f! l who were surveying the activities in this small
courtroom.
Even though there were positive statements made toward media
ooverage, the majority opinions clearly said carreras do not belong in
the courtroan.
Another case, Sheppard v. Maxwell, which mainly concerned the
issue of trial by newspaper, did receive _electronic nedia coverage
with the cazrer as being kept outside the court building.
.

Sheppard was accused of blu.Qgeoning his wife to death.
States

Suprene

Court's

majority

opinion

on

the

case

location of the equiprent outside the court building.

427613

Dr. Sam

The United
notes
Also,

the
sorre

14

The

camera coverage included jurors coming to court in the roo ming.

presiding judge even stopped on the way to court to talk " live" with
a television reporter . l4
'!his helped solidify the United states Suprema Court ' s opinion
that judges and prosecuting attorneys , especially those up for elec
tion, would take advantage of media coverage for their own benefit. l5
'!he 1970s would be a turning point in the relationship between
the media and the courts .

overturned
l'1o':ISOCJ..a
7\�
• ti"

a . gag

on . v .

order

stuart. 16

In

on

1975 the United States Suprene Court
the

news

A Nebraska

in

media

Nebraska

Press

judge issued the gag order

�use of . the prejudicial pre-trial publicity over the nurder of a

Nebraska family by the accused ,

Erwin

Simants .

The United States

Suprene Court justices criticized attorneys and law officials for
encouraging news coverage .
\eS

The importance of the rrajority decision

that adverse pretrial J.Xlblicity of a case does not automatically

mean a trial would be unfair . 17

'!his change of attitude towards nedia trial coverage continued
in Florida where three cases led to a crucial ruling by the United

States Suprene Court.

Zaxoora v .

CBS, et

al . , the Thanas Bundy trial ,

and Chandler v . Florida involved camera coverage that would lead to a
.

decision reopening courtroom doors to television coverage in Florida .
'nle Ronny Zaxrora case involved the rrurder of an elderly tNOman
by

the

teenager .

Zaxrora

cla.i.Ired

to have

affected by violent television programs .

·

been

psychological�y

'!his -was one of the first

na.jor cases in Florida where experi.m:mtal guidelines were used for

15

camera

coverage .

Except for problems with one still photographer ' s

camera , which was

sooothl.y . l8

not on the awroved list, the televised trial went

The Zcnrora trial was an important first step to winning

approval of canera coverage of state courts fran the United States
SUpreme

Court.

'!he second trial occurred in Florida in 1979 .
w:iS

Thanas Bundy

accused of nultiple rrurders in four different states .

He

went

to

trial in Florida where twenty-five stations participated in the
cxwerage

and

stations.

shared videotape

of

the pro

It was estimated the news organizations spent two million

a:!edings .
dollars

thirty-five

to

cover this trial .
Bundy later clai.ned the massive
.
c:xwerage hindered his defense and affected the trial ' s outcooe . l9
'!he answer

to

United States Supreme

Bundy ' s challenge TNOuld cane in 1981 .
Court

agreed

to ·

The

review a case involving the

oonviction of two police officers of burglary in Chandler v . Florida .
'!he case involved a claim by the accused that canera coverage vio
lated his right
Constitution .

to

a fair trial as guaranteed by the United States

'!be unaniious
o
decision by the United States Suprene

Court concluded the use of caneras in court does not necessarily nean
a

defendant ' s

constitutional

rights

have

been

vio-

lated,

a

oonstitutional ban of caneras fran court was not justified , and there
was

no empirical

"adverse effect . "
states SUpreme

evidence

to

conclude m:di.a coverage created

More irrportant;

Court

an

the ruling stated the Unit.ed

had no jurisdiction over actions taken by a

state on cameras in court . 20
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United . States

Supreme - Court

justices

concurring

in

the

uajority opinion clairced this was not a reversal of Estes , but other
justices said in the minority opinion the ruling did reverse Estes
since it would allow other states to experiment with cameras in
oourt .
Since the United States Supreme Court ' s Chandler decision
there have been two trials that deserve consideration.

'!he Claus von

Bulow nurder trial and the New Bedford . raJ?e trial established prece
dents because .:i.rrp:)rtant portions of each trial were televised to
local viewers and to cable subscribers across the nation.
Claus von Bulow was charged with two counts of ·attercpted
nurder .

Von Bulow had been convicted in his first trial , but was

awarded a new trial because the judge allowed improper evidence and
testi.Ioony .

Von Bulow allegedly injected his wife ,

Bulow, with insulin causing her to

go

Martha

"Sunny " von

into a J?ermanent coma .

cable

News Network (CNN) provided live coverage of the second trial which
lasted ten weeks .

Von Bulow was found innocent . 21 ·

cne editorial review of the trial coverage , by Cathleen Shine
in Vogue magazine , rcentioned the entertainment value of the live
ooverage .

'!he main attraction was the mystery and the, socially elite

-who were involved .

In

discussing the vi�s ' look at the courtroom

she said , "this coverage shows an actual institution in operation:
the mysterious , intricate , creaking mcichine of j\lstice . " 22
In an even 100re sensational situation, six men were accused of
raping a wonan on a pool table at Big Dan ' s Bar in New Be<J:ford� .
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Massachusetts,

while people cheered them on.

cable News Network

provided four hours of coverage each day of the trial. 23

Three local

stations also participated in the trial coverage for a total audience
estimated at 26 million people.
Reactions to the live

coverage

of

the

trial were mixed.

SUperior Court Judge William Young said he received cc:xments two to

ooe in favor of the coverage.

He

said it was important in a demo

cracy for the people to see a jury listen to the facts and give a
verdict.

cable News Network received about 3 0 0 letters from viewers

oo the coverage with five to one being in favor of it. '!be verdicts
returned in the trial of the six. men charged were four cOnvictions

and two a�ttals. 24

·

Review of Books
'!he came ras in the courtroan issue is part of the fair trial

and free press issue.

'!he following literature contains information

and viewpoints on camer a coverage of court proceedings.
'!he Reporter and the Law by newspaper reporter Lyle Denniston
crliressed the role of the journalist in the justice system.

The

author explained the structure of state and federal court systems in

the criminal and
attorneys.

civil

Working

areas and the roles of prosecuting and defense

within

the system,

a

reporter

must know an

attorney has ·the roost infonnation and would be the best source, but
that the attorney would also be representing a client and ma.y want to

18

insure that person's privacy.

An attorney negotiates for the client

and nay \ellt to use the media to praoote the client's cause . 25
'!he Farl Warren years of the United States SUprene Court were
jnportant in the developrent of free press and a fair trial.
M:!di.a.

In Mass

and The SUprane Court, Kenneth Devol developed a section on

electronic reporting in the courtroan based on the Warren years.
Devol

listed the positive and negative points of· conflict

between the bar and the press.
'!he positive points were:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

'!he public has a right to know what goes on in court.
'!be freedan of the press is a constitutional guarantee.
Showing court proceedings through camer as is just an
extension of the courtroan walls.
Defendants have a right to a �lie trial.
Exper.i.m:nts have shown cameras do not hann court decorum.
Technical improvanents in equipnent have reduced size and
lowered light requiranents.
'!here has been no evidence produced to show came ras in
court banns the justice system.

Anti-access points made were:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

'!be presence of ca�reras \«>uld have a subconscious effect
on witnesses.
Attorneys would use the �rtunity to perfonn theatrics.
Jurors would be distracted by caner as.
'!be public would get the wrong image of the court system
fran camera coverage.
Camera operators tend to focus on the unusual.'
Reporters focus on the sensa tional rather than the
significant.
Television would be only interested in C011'1l'e rcial sales.
Court decorum \«>uld be damaged.26

Devol reviewed the cases of Rideau � wuisiana,
. Texas,

·

Estes v

•

and the warren Comnission Report concerning the assassination
·

of President John F . Kennedy.

Excerpts fran the actual transcripts

of the case s and report are included in the book

•

.
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'nle Press in the� Box by Howard Felsher and Michael Rosen
.
\eS

written in the mid-1960s.

cases revie'NE!d included Rideau v.

louisiana and the Balti.Ioore Radio case.

The inpact of television

news coverage was carpa.red to newspaper coverage by the authors.
'!hey said a television news story had five times xoor e impact on an
audience than the sane story would with newspaper readers. 27
<ile

John R.

reference book found

Finnegan,

Sr.

\eS

Iaw ! the Media in the Midwest by

and Patricia A. Hirl.

statutes on court access,

protecting sources,

It

has

the

state

and libel in seven

midwestern states.

Crilre and Publicity: The Irrpact of

News

on the Administration

of Justice by Alfred Friendly examined incidents involving carre ra
ooverage in and out of the courtroan.
gathered

to

nake

conclusions

on

the

Friendly used the information
·

future

of

canEras

in

the

oourtroom.
First, Friendly said television IlllSt becare cc:mro n enough in
society before a

canEr a

can take its place in a courtroom.

The

�ysical intrusion of the equipnent aust be addressed before carrera
ooverage of court proceedings are allowed.

Second, Friendly said the claims of interference by television
ooverage in a courtroom are exaggerated.·

Camera coverage had becorre

an excuse to protest against the rredia .
'Ihird,

Friendly said the reputation

w::>uld not be ha.rmed by television coverage.

of· the

justice syst�

If done properly the two

20

professions could perfonn their duties without

confrontation.

It

depended on the proper developrent of the t'NO existing together.
Fourth,

Friendly

said sound reasoning nust be made before

bmishing an important nedium that infonns the public.
IIBke

It would not

sens e to eliminate television cameras fran the courtroom when

the evidence had not been gathered by either side to prove there was
or \e.S

not any hann .
Finally, Friendly said states should be allowed to experinent

with caner a coverage in the courtroom.
before caner as are banned totally.

'!he facts should be gathered
Every side would then benefit

from the state courtroom experim=nts . 28
In

'!he Constitution: '!bat Delicate Balance, Fred W. Friendly

gave an historical background of the Erwin Simants rrurder trial.

Simants was accus ed of nurdering a family of six in Sutherland,
Nebraska.

news

Media

coverage

coverage resulted in a court gag order preventing

of

the

trial.

The

gag

order

was

successfully

cballenged by the Nebraska Press Assocation. 29
Another reference book found was Katherine Galvin's M:rli.a Iaw:

A Iegal Handbook for the Working Journalist.

It reviewed the First

Arrendrcent and news media conflicts with the United States Supreme
Court and state courts.

'!he type of carrera coverage, if any, in each

state was listed in the 1984 book.

Advice was also given on how a

reporter should handle IOOtions nade in court to close the proceedings
to

the

public.

The

historical

background

included

news

nedia

21

ooverage from the Scopes �nkey Trial in 1925 to the 1983. wayne
Williams tmrder trial.30
J. Edward Gerald reviewed media coverage of the courts in News
of Crine:

Courts and Press in Conflict, written in 1983 .

Gerald

reviewed Florida's guidelines for carrera coverage with acceptable
Eq\lip1e1t and storage space requiranents.

Past problems with carrera

ooverage of court proceedings '.Ere included like the Jack RUby trial
But

�ere one canera was allowed by Judge Joe E . Brown.

competing

news organizations ignored the order and brought in other cameras
instead of pooling.
the review..
\taS

Arizona Judge Henry S. Stevens was included in

He was opposed to camera coverage of courts because it

too hard to control reporters and the nedia had treated him

harshly in the past.31
Free Press and Fair Trial by Donald Gillrnor had detailed
accotmts on career as in the courtroom.
written iri 1966

it

provided

Even though the book was

background material

on

the

intense

feelings generated by the camera in the courtroom issue.
Detailed

accounts

trial are mentioned.
of Hauptmann ,

of television coverage of the Jack Ruby

The cases included not only the bad experiences

Rideau,

and Estes,

but

also good experiences .like

·
Colorado's caxrera coverage· of courts and the first televised trial in

Cklahana. City , Oklahana..
Gillmor

also

remarked

reither is the court system.

the

press

may

not

be

perfect ,

but

He said, "To reject the press because

22

of its irresponsible elenents is no mre reasonable than to reject
our trial procedure because some lawyers are unethical. n 32
'!he Journal

of Broadcasting put together a book edited by

John Kittross which contained articles concerning nedia. coverage of
trials.

Free & Fair: Courtroan Access and the Fairness Doctrine had

---

----

cpinions from both sides.

An Illinois survey was perfonned with

attorneys. and judges that showed opposition to carreras in court.

An

Oklahana survey showed judges favored canera coverage with proper
guidelines.

Colorado Judge 0. Otto z-tx>re said supporters of Canon 35

"are unfamili
_ ar with the actual experiences and reccmnendations of
those who �ve Permitted supervised coverage by photographers, radio,
and television of various stages of court proceedin gs. n 33
'!he Anerican Bar Association said the points made were worth
oonsidering rut \Ere not conclusive.
Free Press and Fair Trial by Fred Siebert and others included
a survey ·conducted with judges on access questions.

Results of the

1970

judges

survey

indicated

ninety-six

oourtroom access to caneras.

percent

of

the

opposed

Almost seventy percent would penni t

camera operators in the court building.

'lbe indication was there

should be legislation for strict limitation of media access. 3 4

Peview of Periodicals
'!he review of journal :aaterial ·covered the years from 19 58 to
1986.

In

1958 the Journal of Broadcasting published a questionnaire

sent to 17 3 Illinois county and circuit judges by Gerald Cashman and

.
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Marlowe Froke.
Ttere

Of

the sixty-six judges responding eighty-six percent

against cameras in the courtroom.

Eighty-nine percent were

against "live " television coverage of a trial.

Ninty-five percent

said the equipnent would be distracting in the courtroom.

'!he survey

also revealed sixty-eight percent had never seen caneras in court nor
procedures used with canera coverage of a trial. 35

An Oklahana survey had very different results.

Shennan Lawton

found judges and attorneys who had experienced camer a coverage were
in favor of cameras in the courtroom, while judges and attorneys with
no

practical. experience with canera coverage in court �e slightly

against it

•

.

Iawton said, "It became clear that the xoore experience lawyers

and judges had with such coverage, the roor e favorable they were
towards it. "36
'!he Journal

of Broadcastin g has printed

cameras in. the courtroom.

opposing views

to

Werner K. Hartenberger's article in the

winter edition of 1967-68 addressed the right of a defendant to a
fair trial over the

freedom

of the press.

Hartenber ger 9laimed

reporters' actions in past trials were legitimate reasons to close
the

court

to caneras.

The author

concluded that

attitude

could

dlange in the future once people were faiTii.liar with the role of tele
vision in their lives. 37
A decade later James L . Hoyt wrote in the sane journal on a
test meas uring the effects of a canera on answe rs.

'!his University

of Wisconsin experilrent showed no '"ignificant difference in res�nses .
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to questions made without a canera, with a camera, or with a .canera
hidden

of

behind a mirror.

cameras

may

In fact, it

actually

help

a

was nentioned that the presence
witness

give

more

accurate

testiroony.38
Finally, an article in the 1982 winter issue of the Journal of
Robert
pointed out future battles between the

L.

Hughes

news rredi.a and the bar "WOuld

occur in state legislatures and courts because Chandler said states
should nake

such decisions without the interference of the United

states Supreae Court.39
In

review

Suprene

of

Court Review

Chandler

v.

Florida

in

1981,

Charles

Ares

a

conparing the results to Estes v.

Texas.

He also reviewed survey results. fran Florida's

test of

�ras in the courtroan.

. the effects the camera

authored

experimental

The article reflects concern over

has on its subjects in the courtroan.40

Susanna R. Barber has written several articles over the years
oo this issue.

In the legal periodical Judicature in 1983,

Barber

explored the prejudice problem related to cameras . in the courtroom.
'!he author claimed prejudices blaired on a
there in any trial.

caner a in a courtroom were

Barber said the courtroan

was "already saturated

with prejudice" and has rrany unfair as� besides possible camara
coverage.41
In The

Southern Speech Comnunieation Journal,

1983, Barber reviewed the Chandler decision

S\llllrer

edition,

and the effect of caneras

en court deco rum, jurors, witnesses, . judges, and attorneys.

Barber .

25

addresses the canplaints of attorneys toward
client' s rights.

camera coverage and the

Barber ' s conclusion was the Chandler decision does

oot provide broadcasters with an ultimatmn to open all courtrooms to
cameras.42
In Journalism Quarterly,
wayne Williams trial.

youths

Williams

in Atlanta, . Georgia.

year,

same

Barber reviewed the

was charged with the nurder of black

The judge prohibited

camara coverage of

Barber said the Atlanta child murder case brought out for

the trial.
the first

the

time .the judge's right to close a trial to careeras and the

defendant's or prosecutor's right to request the trial be closed to

cameras.

P�ychologists said

canera coverage of sens itive testi.roony

could affect children. watching on television.

Some witnesses were

afraid their lives would be threatened if their testiroony

was shown

oo television.43
In the 1981 winter edition of State Court Journal Charlotte A.

carter examined television in courts before the Chandler decision.
cases reviewed included the Bruno Hauptmann trial;
Texas,

Colorado,

and Oklahoma ; and the Billy Sol Estes trial.

author concluded the primary concerns �e
effect

cane ra coverage

in

The

the possible psychological

cane ras could have and that witnesses could also watch others

testify first which could :irifluence their testi.Ioony.44
Bruce

DeSilva

wrote

an

article

in

Review on the New Bedford, Massachusetts,

the

rape trial.

discussed the live court coverage by cable
local stations.

Columbia

Journalism
The artic�e

News Network and other

A problem with the live coverage developed wh� the.
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nedia failed to eliminate the victim ' s

a delay device should have
1:een "bleeped" out

oourts.

been used so the victim's na:ae could have

by technicians before reaching the audience . 45

!_ Publisher has many articles on caner a coverage in

The articles covered from 1962 to 1985 on how nany states

allow sooe
In

came ra coverage of courts.
the na.gazine printed contuents fran the

1962 ,

September ,

presiding judge of the Fstes trial.
\Ere allowed .to prevent

a

disruptive

Judge otis Dunagan said caneras

crowd. 46

Florida Judge Paul Baker revier.Ed. the
Zamora trial

in 1978.

with one still
trouble

was whether

The issue

by the judge and attorneys.

oourt proceeding s

ali.tor

narce when aentioned during the

came ra coverage of the

Judge Baker said there were minor problems

came ra , equiprent storage , and with extra lighting. No

was experienced with the camera operator during the trial.47

'!he

Society

of

Professional

Journalists ,

Sigma

printed a yearly report called Freedan of Infonnation.

Delta

Oli ,

The 198 5 -86

edition showed there were forty-three states that allowed sooe camera
ooverage in the courtroan. 48

A

Journalism

Herman

trials .

twenty-seven hours

100 , 000

viewers

article

on

nedia

court

coverage

R . Stephen Craig reviewed coverage of the Zcuoo ra

appeared in 1979.
and

Quarterly

of

each

Public

television

station

testimony in the Zamora
night .

Craig

found

witnesses \Ere not affected : by the cameras .
the trial had changed his

WPBT

trial

judges ,

broadcast

and attracted
jurors ,

and

The Zaroora judge sai d

mind and he now favored cameras in . the

·
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courtroom, but the Heman judge remained opposed

and said the nedia

should pay over $11, 000 in jury costs for broadcasting the Hennan
trial.49
In

same magazine, Janes Jennings conpared the

1982 , · in the

and Chandler v. Florida.

change in coverage fran Estes v. Texas

caxreras and nine still cameras that

EStes there were six television

In Chandler only one television

covered the trial.

still camera were allowed.
EStes

and

questions

caused

by ccmeras. 50
perfonred

and attorneys in 1982.

judges

results in

the

of 1984.

Sl.litlter

camera. and one

Jennings found Chandler had not overruled

remained on

Greg . Stefaniak

the

an

possible

physical

disruption

attitudinal

study

of · Indiana

Journalism Quarterly published the
A questionnaire

was sent to judges,

pro secuting attorneys , local .American Bar Association presidents,
general

assemblyrcen..

sixty-two

·percent

There

of

the

In

was
judges

a

high
and

participation

fifty-six

rate

percent

and
with

of

the

attorneys returning the questionnaire. 51
'nle questionnaire

asked anti-access and pro-access statenents

en a scale of five to zero.
strongly agree with
would

A respondent circling a five would

the statarent , while a respondent circling a zero

strongly disagree with the statement.

Judges

agreed carreras in the courtroan would disrupt
witnesses, with a 3 . 6

the

and attorneys
testimony

of

maan score each. · Judges agreed attorneys woulq

be flamboyant with carceras in court with a

3.7

agreed with the statarent with a 3.2 nean.

Attorneys

uean .

Attorneys also

and judges �re .
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close to agreeing

caner a coverage \\10uld hurt court decorum . Attorneys

slightly agreed with a 3.0

rrean .

maan and judges were neutral with a 2.9

and attorneys were undecided as to whether canera

J udges

coverage \\10uld cause the public

to

lose

respect

for

the judicial

system. 52
Judges
have

and attorneys slightly agreed cameras in court \\10uld

an educational value.

had a mean of 3.3.

Judges

Judges had a

mean of 3.0 and attorneys

and attorneys slightly disagreed it \\10uld

rrake trial participants roore responsible for their actions.
had a 2.0 mean score and attorneys had a 1. 7 mean score.
attorneys

also

disagreed

reports roore accurate.
attorneys had a 1.8
·

broadcast

court

\\10uld

Judges

make

Judges slightly disagreed with a 2.0

and

broadcast

nean and

mean.53

Stefaniak concluded

in the courtroom.

cameras in

Judges

Such

Indiana legal leaders tNere against carce ras
resistance

\\10uld

not

make it easy for

news organizations to push for caner a access to Indiana

oourtroans . 54
.

'!he April, 197 9, Journalism Monographs included

Frank White with a review of where states stood on
at that

ti.Ire .

Included

an article by

caneras in court

was South Dakota ' s liberal stand for caxre ra

access back in 1959.55
More

survey infonnation is in Kennit Netteburg ' s article in a

1980 Judicature.

'lbe public opinion survey revealed mixed results �

taken during a televised trial in Wisconsin to test the recall

It

\eS

of

the audience in the area. 5 6
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Talbot D'Alemberte, an attorney fran Florida, gave a lawyer's
pro-access viewpoint in a Fall, 1982, Litigation article.
strong

opposition

D'Alemberte

said

to

traditional

broadcast

attorney

reporters

have

sensitive events without hurting decorum.
trial would be covered in any event.

He voiced

anti-access
shown
He

they

said

a

arguments.
can

handle

sensational

As for distraction, he said it

is present in every case because it is inherent in every courtroan. 57
For
progress of

years

Media

News

cameras in court.

states allowing

!_ the raw

has

closely

covered

the

Included were figures on the number of

certain types of coverage. 58

There was an article

when the Aaerican Bar Association revised the judicial code banning
cameras

fran

courts

in

attention is paid to the

the

September-October,

1982. 59

Special

New Bedford rape trials in the November

December , 1984 , issue. 60
'!he Society of Professional Journalists magazine, The Quill ,

had articles on the issue fran 1959 on.

Allen Derr reported in the

July, 1959, article that South Dakota was

seen

viewpoint towards

caaer a

coverage. 61

as having a "liberal "

Other articles appear in the

1980, 1982, and 1984 editions with updates on the

current

status of

camera coverage.
'!he

Southern Speech Cannunication Journal published another
-

article concerning the Florida courtroan experirrent in Fall,
Bert Pryor,

·trials

along with others,

surveyed

197 9.

trial participants in five

during Florida's experimental period. 62
cathleen Shine wrote an editorial in the August, 1985, Vogue.

30

Her

opinion of the Claus von Bulow trial reflected what afternoon

viewers

might

think of the live canera coverage.

trial provided entertairlm:mt

She

said

the

while it showed the justice system at

\\10rk.63
Finally,
edition

of

two articles appear side-by-side in the May, 1981,

the

Washington

Journalism

Review.

CUrt

Matthews,

a

paper reporter, objected to camera coverage of courts based on

D:!WS

the bad

exper iences he had with television crews.

He even predicted

cameras will eventually get kicked out of the courtroan again.64

Nonran Davis, a Florida broadcaster, \tJaS for cameras in court.
03.vis said

the Florida experirrent showed court decorum \tJaS not ruined
cameras into the courtroan. 6 5

by allowing

Review of

Newspapers

'Ihree

newspapers were

reviewed on the

New York Times, the Minneapolis Star and Tribune and

'!hey were the

the Sioux Falls Argus leader.

Two other newspapers, the Des f.t)ines

Register and Rapid City Journal , also had
in

bar and press issue.

articles concerning caner as

court.
'!he

March,

New York T.i.Ires had numarous reports and editorials from

1983,

through

September,

1984.

· Pro-access

and anti-access

eli.torials were included as the state legislature debated a proposed

experimental _period to allow camera coverage of cOurt proceedings in
the state of
first try,

New York.

but

The experirrental period

was passed the second · t.iire .

\tJaS defeated on the

The state is curre{ltly ·

31

ooe of forty-three states allowing carce ra coverage under specific
guidelines .

A review was made of the sane period in the Minneapolis Star
and Tribune

•

.

carce ras

Many articles tNere found on trials covered with

during Minneso ta 1 s experimental period with

cane ras in court.

The

piper supported attenpts for caneras in court so the public could
better

understand

the

court

system.

66

Minneso ta

Chief

·

Justice

Ik>uglas Arrrlahl also wrote an editorial supporting caneras in court
because

the courts were . doing the people 1 s business .

Federal Judge IX:>nald P.

courtroom

attorneys would

6
· to their advantage. 8 .

into

a

"theatrical

Articles were reviewed fran 1980 through 1984
Falls Argus reader .

During that time the South

showbOat "

and

in the Sioux

Iakota SUpre:re Court

appointed two camrl.ttees to study the possibility of

in South D:lkota .

Minnesota

carre ras in court beca� the

Lay opposed

camera would turn a

use it

67

caneras

in court

Both camrl.ttees reccmrended a trial period allowing

cameras in under guidelines , but the South Dakota Supreme Court took
oo

action in either case .

One article was found in the Rapid City

Journal which contained similar infonnation .
'!be Des �ines Register reported on a guideline violated in
Cedar Rapids , Iowa.
a

One television station all� the testiroony of

sexual abuse victim to be aired when . it was prohibited by adopted

guidelines .
television

'lbe outrage of the victim ' s family , attorneys ,
stations

were

included

in

the

report .

The

and othe�
station,

32

KCRG-'IV,

said there was a misunderstanding between the reporte� and

the judge. 6 9

Review of Documents

In the early 1970s revisions �e proposed for South Dakota's
Constitution.

'lhe Constitutional Revision Coomission carpleted its

work and sul::mitted its reccmnendations on December 1 5 ,

1971.

That

report led to the change to the present Unified Judicial System.
of

cne
occured
r

the

first

in .Florida. ·

In

and rost
Re

important

Petition

of

studies

by

Post-Newsweek

a

state

Stations

included a s\].r'Vey of court participants, attorneys, and judges on the
effects of television coverage of court proceedings.

The results of

the survey showed the main participants were not harned by
in the courtroom.

a:

canera

Such courtroom coverage did not harm court decorum

according to the attitudes of those that participated in camera in
oourt trials. 70
c::xwerage

in

Florida was one of the first states to allCV� canera
courts

without

first

receiving

the

defendant ' s

pennission .
'!he Retx>rt of the Advisory Comni ttee on Media in the Courtroom

to the Suprene Court of

Iowa

reflected

involved before and after the study was

the

attitudes

C9ffiPleted.

of

those

This included

guidelines proposed and accepted for use in the state of Iowa along
with results from a Wisconsin study.

A m:xli.fication of the canon on

caneras in court was adopted in November, 1979.

An Indiana University study by - Da.lton Lancaster observed . two

·
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The

two trials concerned the same rrn.rrder victim,

Irxliana

trials.

cnl.y one

was televised and the other was not.

:r;:eople that used television
trial.
vision

'!he differences showed

news had better recall of the televised

The results also showed the short amount of

COll'llercial tele-

news time did not help educate the public on the judicial

process. 71
Report of the Minnesota Advisory camrl.ssion on carrera s in the
Courtroan

to the Supreme Court is the August , 1981 , opinion that saw

two of the three comnissioners approve an experi..trental cameras in
court period.·

'Ihe approval

was made even though it was stated there

was insufficient evidence that caneras should be allowed in.
report traced the pr()9edure

The

and testiroony of the group as -well as the

findings.
'!he State

--

reconmenda.tions

Bar of South Dakota Program of 1984 , included the

--

of

--

the

cameras

in

the Courtroom camrl.ttee to

state Suprefie Court of South Dakota.
\«>uld be used to approve

It also included fonns that

a request to allow cameras into court. 72

Finally , 'Ihe Special camrl.ttee on Radio
Ass ociation of the
Radio ,

Television ,

and Television of the

Bar of the City of New York issued a 196 5 report :
and the Administration of Justice.

report reviewed national
presence of

the

The lengthy

arid New York state criminal cases on the

news rredia cane ras .

'Ihe literature showed the variety of issues enconpa.ssing the
cameras in the courtroan issue.

The progression of change in court

decisions over the past fifty years showed a

change in attitu� by ·
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towards nedia coverage in and out of the courtroan.

judges

camera coverage of the Bruno Haupt:marm trial in the 1930s and

versial
the

Contro

Billy

Sol

trial

in 1962

shows

the disregard

for

court

the early years of film and television news coverage.

decorum in
a change

Fstes

It

occurred over the past decade.

age outside

began with camer a cover-

the courtroan in Nebraska Press .Ac:;sociation

oontinued with

But

carreras in the courtroan in Zam:>ra

v.

-

v.

CBS

--

Stuart and

and Chandler

� Florida.
'!he Am:rrican

has also changed.

oourtroan
doors to

Bar .Ac:;sociation ' s attitude towards carre ras in the
In 1937 canon 35 closed

caneras in m:>st states.

for unobtrusive

Now the revised

code 3A ( 7 ) allows

camera coverage of court proceedings.

'!he literature showed the issues involved with
oourtroan.
vidual's
press
jurors

'!be

public's
a fair

right to

conflicts

the courtroan

with

to

right
trial.

fears

a

conflicts

know
The

caneras in the

with

the

indi

guarantee of freedan of the

camera could subconsciously affect

and witnesses, while attorneys played to the canera lens.
A question

has been whether news carrera coverage has becoire

cxmoonplace enough to allow its presence in a courtroan.
indicate judges

and attorneys unfamiliar w.lth the issues are strongly

against cameras in the courtroan.

. in courtroom experirrents,
stations,

Studies

indicated judges

like

other studies taken during canera
In Re Petition of
.

Post-Newsweek

and attorneys believed caner as 'NOuld not

harm court decorum .
'!he literature showed another conflict.

Would the public be

35

aiucated

on the juru.cial system· or "WOuld the public receive the wrong

image of justice from entertainment-minded television coverage?
trials

covered

by

the

rredia

involved

sensational

cr.ines

The
that

attracted the public ' s interest .
Technology has provided smaller cameras that can handle low
light conditions .

Smaller cables and wires have beccm: available to

hide the c::x:>nt>laints toward the visible television equiptent .
'!'No South Dakota

in the courtroan.
<Xl

SUpreae Court corcmittees have studied caneras

From the coomittees have care specific guidelines

the conditions that nust be net to guarantee cameras would not

harm the judicial process .

Both coomittees recormended an eXperi

nental trial �riod of cameras in the courtroan.

But nothing cane of

those reccmnendations .
Studies of the attitudes of judges , prosecuting attorneys , and
defense attorneys have been done in many states .

There was no study

found on what the attitudes of judges , state ' s attorneys , and bar
attorneys were in

South Dakota on the

ooverage of court proceedings .

issues

involving carcera
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CHAPl'ER THREE

Methodology

'!he caneras in the courtroom issue has inspired research in
mmy states .

'!he concern has been what the possible effects canera

coverage of a court proceeding would have on trial participants .
'!his study has concentrated on the attitudes of the legal cootnunity
en camera coverage in the courtroom in South Dakota .
'!here are three populations directly involved with the caneras
in court question in South Dakota .
justices ,

state 1 s attorneys ,

Those groups are :

and bar attorneys .

judges and

A fourth group ,

telev?-sion news directors , had a population of five people and was
surveyed to provide an idea of the news media 1 s attitude on the
cameras in the courtroom question.

Units of Analysis
'!he survey conducted was was designed to neasure the attitudes
of three groups belonging to . the State Bar of South D:lkota .
'!he first population is the judges .

·

The duties of judges ,

justices , and law magistrates vary with the three tier South Dakota
Unified Judicial System { figure 1 ) .

The SOuth Dakota Unified Court

. System is made . up of the state Suprerre Court ,

district circuit

courts , and magistrate courts .
To

be included in the judges 1 population a person had to rreet

the qualifications specified in South Dakota Codified Law 16-lA and
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Figure 1
00UIH

DAKarA UNIFIED
STATE

CDUR1' SYSTEM*

SUPREME

<XXJRT

Five justices
-appointed by Governor-subject to voter awroval-appellate jurisdiction over circuit court decisions-retirement age is 70-

CIRCUIT�COURT���---- ·

35 judges
-elected at large-eight circuit courts-eight year tenns·-consider criminal and civil actions-appellate jurisdiction over nagistrate court decisions-

MAGISTRATE COURTS
Lay Magistrate :
-presiding judge appoints
-term indefinite
-issues warrants
-conducts certain preliminary hearing
-sets bail
-other duties specified
by state law

Law-trained Magistrate :
-licensed attorney
-presiding judges appoints
-four year tenn
-preliminary hearings for
all criminal prosecutions
-other duties as specified
by state law

I

*

SOURCE : Benchmark 198 5 : Annual report of the South Dakota Unified
Judicial system. January , 1986.
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Under t-..he rules of procedure the tenn

the South Dakota Constitution.

" judge" refers to a circuit court judge and a Suprerce Court justice
as

noted by South Dakota ' s state Constitution nnder article five ,

section nine . 1
'!here are five justices in the South Dakota Supreme Court .
Justices and judges were combined in this study since the duties TNere
similar by state law definition .
Another small group included in the nniverse of the first
group was law magistrates .

This _was done because of possible canera

ooverage at that court level .

raw magistrates are assigned duties in

the state in- either part-time or full-time positions .

Full-time

rra.gistrates TNere included in the survey because of the similar
judicial duties and the possibility news ooverage could be requested
in magistrate court .

There are six full-time law magistrates .

The

mU.verse of judges , justices , and law magistrates is forty-five . 2
'!he second population is the state ' s attorneys .
sixty-six connties
attorneys .

in South Dakota ,

Pam Putnam is listed

as

There are

but only sixty-five state ' s

head prosecutor in Fall River and

Shannon counties . 3

Fach state ' s attorney must meet the qualifi

cations set by law.

nri.s includes holding a law degree and being a

nember of the State Bar 4
.

'!he third population is bar attorneys who are :rrember s of the
State Bar of South Dakota .

Judges , justices , law · magistrates , and

state ' s attorneys on the South Dakota State Bar nembership list \Ere
eliminated to prevent duplication .

This left 1 , 054 attorneys as tbe
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entire population of the bar attorneys .

It was decided a random

sample would be taken of bar attorneys because of the large popu
lation.

'!his would allow every person an equal opportunity to be

selected.
'!he final group of television news directors had a limited
universe and was included only to establish the attitude of the nedia
towards court coverage .

'Ibere are five cannercial news television

stations in South Dakota.
in

Those are KEID-'IV in Sioux Falls ,

KSFY-'IV

Sioux Falls , KDLT-TV in Mitchell , KE,VN-'IV in Rapid City , and

IDrA-'IV in Rapid City.

·

Television news directors are in charge of

naking news decisions like caxrera coverage of court trials .

Sampling Technique
Because the number of judges and state ' s attorneys was small
the study surveyed the entire population of forty-five judges and
sixty-five state ' s attorneys .
'!here were 1 , 054 persons listed as attorneys by the bar

.

Because of the large number it was decided a random sample of 200
persons should be made.

This would be nineteen percent of the total .

'!he 200 participants were picked by random selection which gave each
t:erson in the universe a possible chance · of receiving a question
naire .

The bar attorneys were selected by placing all the names in

a container .

Narces were then picked from the container until the

list was conpleted.
'!his nade the number to be surveyed

31 0.
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'!he five news directors were surveyed with the sane question
naire .

However , because of the small number of news directors , the

:prrpose was only to gather current inpressions of media participants
to

show there was interest in camera coverage of court proceedings .

Telephone or personal interviews were used for the survey of news
directors to assure the entire group would be represented .

Research Instrumant
A Likert scale was used to collect attitudinal information of
the populations included in the nail questionnaire .

'!be Likert scale

places a number designation according to the degree of attitude the
respondent felt towards the response statements .

Strongly agree

would result in a seven score , agree would be a six score , slightly
disagree would be a five score , slightly disagree would be a three
score , disagree would be a two score , and strongly disagree would be
a one score .
to 4 . 5

A neutral or undecided score would fall between a 3 . 5

nean .

A Likert scale was selected because of its reliable results
established in other surveys .
in

It gives equal weight to all questions

the survey and it provides reliable information.

The Likert scale

is easy to compute and provides high reliability coefficients . s

'!he estimated costs included $3 . 60 for envelopes ,

$ 150 for

stamps , $59 for survey printing costs , and $10 for · paper . The total
estimated costs were $222 . 60 .
A cover letter and a stamped return envelope were includ€¥1
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with the 310 questionnaires sent out by mail .
nailed March 13 , 1986 .

All the surveys were

The cover letter requested the questionnaire

be returned by April 1 , 1986 .
A return of over fifty percent was expected because of the
local interest in the cameras in the courtroom issue ,

individual

responses were guaranteed to be anonyrrous , and a st.anped return enve
lope was included.
return envelope was labeled with a ntnnber so a second

Each

nailing could be sent out .
.

A second mailing would be necessary if

less than fifty percent of the questionnaires were returned by April
1,

'Ih�

1986 .

whether

the

attorney .

ntnnbered return envelope would also help identify

respondent

was

a

judge ,

state ' s

attorney ,

or

bar

This would also prevent a returned questionnaire fran

being eliminated because of lack of infonnation .
Sixty-seven percent of the 310 surveys were returned .

The

208 questionnaires were received by early April , 1986 .

statistical Techniques
'Ihe basic attitudes and knowledge of the populations on the
cameras in court issue were gained through a nail questionnaire .

The

nail questionnaire was chosen because of the distance involved in
·

ex>ntacting

200

bar

attorneys .

A nail . questionnaire

was

also

less expensive than travel costs and telephone costs for personal
interviews .
To

understand the attitude scores of the returned . surveys
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the infonnation was analyzed by canputer on the South Dakota State
University canpus in Brookings .

'!his process was selected because of

its reliability and it provided the analysis of the populations
needed to draw conclusions on the hYI;X')theses set in Chapter
'!he questionnaire was divided into three sections .

One .

Section

ooe included yes , no, and undecided responses to camera access and
infonna.tion
pro-access

statements .
stat.etents

Section
on

two

camera

contained

in court

anti-access

issues

and

seven-point Likert scale to rceasure the person ' s attitude .
three also

used the

seven-point Likert scale

to

used

and
the

Section

statements

on

reporters ' understanding of the judicial process .
Several

statistical

procedures

responses of the questionnaire .

were

used

to

analyze

the

'!he chi-square process was used for

yes and no responses to statarents .

Frequencies and cross tabulation

procedures were also used to rceasure responses of pro-access and
anti-access

statements .

There was also an analysis of variance

perfonned to correlate responses to the

Likert

scale .

Overall nean

scores were rrade on each question to neasure the attitude of each
p::>pulation.
agree with a statem:mt a nean score of 100re than 4 . 5 had to
·
reached . To disagree with a statem:mt a rrean score of less than
To

l::e

3 . 5 had to be reached .

A rrean score between 3 . 5 and 4 ·• 5 was

considered to be neutral or undecided.
'!he rcean score would be the average score received from each
�son returning a questiormaire .

'nle computer analysis of variance
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lNOuld show the nean score for all judges responding , for all state ' s
attorneys responding , and for all bar attorneys responding .
Space was provided at the end of the questionnaire so

addi

tional COlllts
leil
and concerns could be included by the respondent .

Cperational Definitions
"Judges " shall include all persons qualified under state law
to

perfonn judicial proceedings in the state Supreme Court, circuit

courts , and nagistrate courts in �uth O:ikota.
"State ' s attorney" shall include all persons qualified under
state law to perform the prosecution of individuals accused of crimes
or bringing other civil proceedings to a courtroan in South Dakota .
"Bar attorney" shall include all persons qualified under state
law to defend individuals accused of crimes · or bringing civil matters
before the state ' s tmified judicial systan.
"News 'director" shall include all persons employed at a tele
vision station for the purpose of making decisions on news coverage
within the state of South Dakota .

"Camera coverage" shall be gathering news through the use of
electronic equiprent to tape events for distribution to the general
p.lblic on television stations· .
"Court

proceedings "

shal l

include

all

proceedings

in

courtrooms included in South Dakota ' s Unified Judicial System.
"Experimental trial period" shall be a tine designated for the
p.upose

of

experimenting

with

news

·

camara

coverage

of

co�

•

so

proceedings in South Dakota .
"Guidelines " shall be those rules established by a state for
the

purpose

of

regulating

access

of

news

coverage

of

court

proceedings .
"Court decorum"

shall be the atmosphere of the courtroan

�essary to maintain the dignity of proceedings in respect for the
system of justice .
"Sensational " shall refer to news coverage of controversial
trials concerning . murder , rape, sexual abuse , or child abuse .
"Educational value" shall be the value of showing extensive
ooverage of court proceedings to infonn the p.lblic of how the j·ustice
system works by letting them view it fran their hanes .
"Distraction" shall relate to the disruption caused by the
presence of television cameras which hinders the perfonnance of
duties during a court proceeding .
"Play · to the camera" shall be the attitude of those involved
in court proceedings towards carrera coverage where gestures and
cxmnents are made for the benefit the canEra .
''Witnesses" shall be those persons called to testify before a
judge and jury during a court proceeding .
"Jurors "
.

shall

be those citizens · called upon

decision at court proceedings which is

based

to make

a

on the evidence .

"Broadcast" shall be the transmission of actual testimony for
the purpose of infonning the public through news reports on court
proceedings .
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"Audience" shall be those people able to receive the broadcast
of news from local stations through television a;Illi:pnent .
"Defendant" shall be the person that stands accused of some
violation of state law and is on trial during a court proceeding .
"Technological advancenEnts" shall relate to improvenents na.de
in television a;Illipnent that make them smaller and noiseless .
"Television reporters " shall be those persons qualified to
cover court proceedings for the purpose of broadcasting news coverage
to an audience through television a;Illip:nent .
_
"Newspaper reporters " . shall be those persons qualified to
cover court proceeding s for the purpose of printing reports of court
news to an audience roy newspapers .
"Media" shall be those reporters involved in all areas of news
broadcasts and newspapers that rrust cover court proceedings
"Pooling"

shall

be

the

cooperation

between

•

television

stations , radio stations , and newspapers to cover a trial by sharing
equiprent, video , and audio .
'!he study ' s purpose is to determine the attitudes of judges ,
state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys toward camera coverage of court
proceedings in South Dakota .

The mail questiormaire was the best

option available to gather a· najority of the 310 participants so a
. proper rneasurerent could be obtained.
attitudes of

the three

groups

proceedings in South Dakota .

'!be results would show the

toward camera c6verage

of

court
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1

South Dakota _Codified Law 16-1A1 rules of procedure lb.

2

Since the nembership list of the State Bar of South Dakota
was printed Judge GeOrge Wuest was appointed to the state Supreme
Court and Law Magistrate William D . Matheson resigned .
3

15 1 198 5 .
4

Membership List of '!he State Bar of South Dakota as of. March

South Dakota Codified Law 7-16-1 .

5

Gary· Maraneli 1 . ed . Scaling: A Sourcebook for Behavioral
Scientists 1 ( Chicago : Aldine Publishing Coolpany 1 197 4 ) 1 p . 259
•

.

CHAP1'ER FUUR

ANALYSIS

'!he questionnaire results indicated significant differences
between

a

judges , state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys .

two-year

a:>urtrooms .

experimental

for

carceras

in

South

Dakota

State ' s attorneys opposed allowing cameras in court

under any circumstances .
in

period

Judges favored

Bar attorneys also opposed allowing cameras

court .
'!he questionnaire sought to rreasure the attitudes of judges ,

state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys on issues related to cameras in
the courtroan.

'!he survey statements related to issues developed

over the past fifty years .
aspects

of

camera

Devol listed the positive and negative

coverage

of

court

·

proceeding s

related

to

a:>nstitutional rights of the I:Xlblic , reporters , and ind.ividuals . 1
'!he return rate remained consistent with the different popu
lations : included in the universe of the questionnaire .
A total of

208 questionnaires were mailed back.

Of the

forty-five South Dakota judges sent questionnaires , thirty returned
them for a 66. 6 percent return rate .

There \Ere sixty-five question

naires sent to all state ' s attorneys and forty-four returned their
q;:>inions by mail for a 67 . 7 percent average .

And there were 134

questionnaires returned by bar attorneys , out of the 200 mailed , for
a sixty-seven percent return rate .
All five South Dakota television news directors participated
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in personal interviews and phone surveys where the same questiormaire
statemmts w:rre presented .
�

directors

to

'!his was done to show the desire by local

cover South Dakota

judicial proceedings with

cameras from inside the courtroan.
'nle average questiormaire respondent was a middle-aged person
livin] in eastern South Dakota .

t-nst of the respondents '.Ere between

thirty and thirty-nine years old.

Forty-three percent tNere -between

those ages .

'!he next largest group was between the ages of forty and

forty-nine .

Twenty-two percent �f the participants fell into that

category .

Twelve percent of �e respondents were between the ages of

fifty and fifty-nine and another twelve percent w:rre over the age of
sixty.

Only

six

percent were between the ages

of twenty and

twenty-nine .
Fifty-seven percent of the mail questionnaires were returned
from eastern South Dakota .
almost

twenty-six

percent

Western South Dakota participants made up
of

the

returned

questionnaires .

The

remainder came fran Pierre , the state capitol , or other points in
the central area .

Questionnaire Frequencies
'!he participants were asked to respond to statenents that
. related

directly

courtrooms .

The

to

the

issues

statarents

were

concerning
presented

sections of the questionnaire ( see Appendix A)

camera
in

coverage

three

in

different

•

'!he first section requested responses to statenents with . a
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"yes , " "no , " or "undecided" answer .

The six different statercents

oovered the person ' s attitude towards allowing caneras into South
r:akota courtroans .

The statements also sought to · neasure the parti

cipants ' knowledge on the topic .
'!he survey results showed South Dakota judges , state ' s attor�ys , and bar attorneys favored closing certain court proceedings to
the public and the press .

When asked if the . respondent favored

camera coverage in "all" court proceedings eighty-seven percent of
the judges , state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys said "no . "

Most

said the reason was to prot� the defendant or to prevent accused
juveniles fran being shown on the local news .

Less than eight per-

cent of state ' s attorneys said "yes " to the statement, under thirteen
�cent of the bar attorneys said "yes , " and seventeen percent of the
judges said "yes . "
<ile

judge comrented :

· '!he problem with live coverage I have is that the
average nuts and bolts case which roos t accurately portrays
�t the system is all about would seldan get this coverage .
It is the difficult, sensational case which already presents
rrany problems for the judge which gets the coverage . In these
cases there are already enough balls which the trial judge
IlllSt all keep in the air at the sane t..ime without adding
another .
Another judge said:
I still have a considerable axrount of apprehension
In SOll'e
concerning television cameras in the courtroom .
situations , your questions are too limited or too broad . In
answer to question [ one ] , I may favor allowing careeras in the
courtroom on sare proceedings but not all court proceedings
I still fear that witnesses in
[ italics in original ] .
particular and jurors in general may tend to be intimidated by
carceras in the courtroom.
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Ccmnents fran state • s attorneys were even stronger in their
q;>position to

ra coverage .

caae

Ckle state • s attorney said:
As long as it remained possible for ne to do so I
tNOuld never i;lennit caneras in the courtroom during any
proceeding I might be involved in. Such proceedings are of
too serious a nature to pennit anything that might have a
slight chance of disrupting or distorting them to take place .
No trial , no rna.tter how najor or minor , should be allowed to
becone public entertainment .

other

ts TNere not as critical and showed a lack of

ccxrrren

interest in the topic .

A state •_s attorney said , " I am not overly

excited about this issue one �y or the other , but prefer status quo
�use

I think the public does have good exposure through the nedia

of the court system . "
A similar attitude was expected from bar attorneys because
they must protect the best interests of the · client. 2
Bar attorneys t.Ere against

a coverage .

carrer

An attorney said :

·

A courtroom is not a circus or a sporting event
[ italics in originalT. Judicial procedure is very serious
l:usiness for those involved .
I believe those in.dividuals
tNOuld be dorie a great disservice by turning the courtroom into
zrore of a stage than it already is in some instances .
Another attorney said :
Question #1 [number one ] cannot be answered in any
fashion other than NO . [ italics in original ] . Since juvenile
proceedings are closed to public by ·statute . If juvenile and
darestic relations proceeding s are excluded I would be in
favor of cameras in [ the ] courtroan.
�re judges and attorneys favored allowing cameras into the
South D:lkota SUprene Court, but those respondents -were still in the
minority .

Forty-one percent of judges · favored allowing cameras

in
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the Suprene Court .

Thirty-two percent of state ' s attorneys and

twenty-eight percent of bar attorneys favored cameras in the state
SUprE!Ite Court.
'!here was a �sagreemmt bebNeen judges and attorneys when it
came to experircenting with cameras in court for a certain period of
time .

All three populations were asked whether they favored an

experimental two-year trial period for the purpose of testing · canera
coverage in South Dakota courtrooms
results

revealed

a

significan�

( Table 1 )

difference

.

at

The statistical
the

. 05

level ,

fifty-five percent of judges �avored the experimental trial period .
Twenty-three -percent of state ' s attorneys and almost thirty-four
percent of bar attorneys favored such an experiment .

Overall ,

thirty-five percent favored the experilrent period while sixty-five
percent did not .
other states have used the experircental trial period to test
the use of

ras in the courtroom.

Came

Of the forty-three states

allowing sone sort of coverage in 1986 thirty-two began with experi
rcental test periods and now have made the camera in court rules
pmnanent. 3
Two comnents on the experimental period came from an attorney
and a judge and were similar to the responses made by those who
. q;>posed

allowing cameras into "all" court . procedures .

sa ·

Table 1
SUrvey Results of the Question on Experinental camera
Coverage in South Dakota Courts
Statenent : I favor an experinental trial period allowing camera
ooverage o£ South Dakota oourt proceedings for
a two-year period.
NO
15
( 55 . 6% )

JlJIX2ES

12
( 44 . 4% )

27
( 14 . 8% )

27
( 77 . 1% )

. 35
( 19 . 1% )

80
( 66 . 1% )

121
( 66 . 1% )

119
( 65% )

183
( 100% )

-

8
( 22 . 8% )

srATE ' S
ATIDRNEYS

BAR

41
( 33 . 9% )

ATIDRNEYS

64
( 35% )
au-SQUARE

=

DF

2

Value
7 . 352

p < 0 . 05

Table 1 shows the chi-square test on judges , state ' s attorneys ,
.
and bar attorneys on the question of experi.Irental camera coverage
in

South

Dakota

Courtrooms

for

a

two-year

chi-square is significant at the . 05 level .
were rounded off to the nearest . 1 percent .

period .

The

Table percentages
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'!he attorney said :
I favor a trial period allowing coverage of sare , but
not all court proceedings . Exclusions might include juvenile
and adoption proceedings , for example , as well a voir dire ,
�e personal matters re prospective jurors are sanetimes
gone into .
Guidelines were irrportant .

One judge recoomended a controlled

entrance of cameras in the courtroom.

'!he judge wrote-:

'!here ' s no problem with cameras in the Suprene Court .
E\lrthennore , I believe carceras should also be allowed in the
trial court . However , the trial court implenentation should be
done over· a period of mnths on an experinental basis to work
out any bugs that might proye as an infringercent on any of the
defendant ' s rights or the state ' s rights . Maybe limit [ cameras ]
to one court for D.W. I cases ( or non-felony ) for the first
rronth before going statewide on all trials .
Fewer judges favored an experirrental trial period in the South
I:akota Supreme Court than in circuit and rragistrate courts .

Only

forty-four percent want an experirrental tr� period at the supreme
oourt level .

State ' s attorneys were roore willing to accept such an

experiment ; they jumped from twenty-three percent to thirty-six percent favorable responses to the staterrent .
in

There was little change

the survey results from bar attorneys to the two statements .
'lhese figures are important when considering the need for

guidelines .

'Ihe South Dakota Supreme Court ' s

comnittee

on cameras in

the courtroan has proposed guidelines to follow. 4
Judges

were

familiar

eighteen percent were not

with

the

{ Table 2 ) .

proposed

guidelines ,

but

Eighty-two . J?ercent of the

judges responding to the questionnaire said they were familiar with
the

proposed rules .

Only thirty-six percent of all state ' s attorneys
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Table 2
SUrvey Results of the Question on Guidelines Proposed for
Cmreras in the Courtroan in South Dakota
Statement : I am familiar with guidelines proposed by the Ccmeras
in the Courtraan Coomi.ttee of the state Supr� Court .
NO
23
( 82 . 1% )

JUOOES

5
( 17 . 9% )

28
( 14 . 5% )

'
-

srATE ' S
A'PIDRNEYS

15
( 36 . 6% )

26
( 63 . 4% )

41
.( 21 . 2% )

BAR

60
( 48 . 4% )

64
( 51 . 6% )

124
( 64 . 3% )

'lUI'AL

98
( 50 . 8% )

95
( 49 . 2% )

193
( 100% )

·

ATroRNEYS

Clii -sQUARE

DF

=

2

Value
14 . 609

p <

0 . 01

Table 2 shows the chi-square test on judges , state ' s attorneys ,
and bar attorneys on the question of

how

familiar they \Ere with

the guidelines proposed by the South Dakota Supreme
Cameras

in

the

Courtroom

significant at the . 01 level .
off to the

est . 1 percent.

near

Comnittee .

The

Court ' s

chi-square

is .

Table perCentages were rounded
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and forty-eight percent of all bar attorneys responded they ·were
familiar with cannittee ' s guidelines on cameras in the courtroom.
statistically this was a highly significant difference , at the . 01
level , between the three populations .
difference between judges '

This

:rreans

there is a large

familiarity of the guidelines c::ored
rq;ar

with the attorneys ' familiarity of the guidelines .
'!his fact, canbined with the survey response to the number of
states allowing_ camera coverage at this time , indicates a majority of
South Dakota state ' s attorneys and bar attorneys are not as well
inforned on the issue as judges .
When asked to mark how many states allow camera coverage in
oourt over forty-four percent of the state ' s attorneys apd bar
attorneys either skipped the statarent or wrote "don ' t know" next to
the choices .
Of

Not one marked the correct · response of " 41 or IOOre" .

the choices marked twenty-four percent said only " 1 to 10 " states

allow sare sort of canera coverage .

Eighteen- percent marked " 11 to

20 " states allow some sort of camera coverage .

Thirteen percent

narked " 21 to 3 0 " states allow sare sort of camera coverage .
One

attorney

COirllented

the

statetrent

was

unfair

and

it

appeared to be an effort to show respondents do not know the facts
about the cameras in court issue .

. Analysis . of Variance
'!he remaining sections of the questiormaire used a seven-point
Likert scale to rreasure the attitudes of the respondents .

The three
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populations tNere asked opinions on anti-access and pro-access state
nents .

On the scale a seven represented an attitude which strongly

agreed with the statement , while a one represented an attitude which
strongly disagreed with the statarent.
'lhese sections differed fran the first part of the question
naire with judges , state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys staying close
to

the "four-point" neutral area .

to

4.5.

To

This area was a mean score of 3 . 5

To agree with a state.nent the nean had to be 4 . 5 or rore .

disagree with a statement the nean had to be 3 . 5 or less .
Ten

of ·the staterents in the questionnaire -were worded with

negative phrasing according to anti-access attitudes .

The remaining

eight statarents in sections two and three tNere worded with positive
};ilrasing according to pro-access attitudes .

Judges
The rrean score of judges remained within or close to the
n!utral area of 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 on anti-access statarents ( Table 3 ) .

The

highest

2)

nean

score

was

a

6.1

on

sensationalism

( Question

•

'l'Nenty-nine of the thirty judges agreed broadcast reporters -were only
interested

in

sensational

trials

involving murder ,

rape ,

sexual

abuse, and child abuse .
Judges agreed with two other anti-access statarents .
said the short aroount of tine dedicated to neWs

They

on comnercial

stations would not help the public understand the judicial system
with a 4 . 896 rrean ( Question 8 ) .

'!he judges oll. s o slightly agree<J ,
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Table 3
JUOOES *

Anti-access Statements on Cameras in the
Courtroan in South Dakota
. statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Mean
Score

1 . Television would disrupt
court proceedings .

14
( 47% )

4
( 13% )

12
( 40 % )

4 . 666

2 . Broadcast reporters
only .interested in
"sensational" · trials .

29
( 96% )

1
( 4% )

0
( 0% )

6 . 166

3 . cameras would distract
judge .

14
( 47% )

3
( 10% )

13
( 43% )

3.9 .

4 . cameras would distract
attorneys .

16
( 53% )

2
( 6% )

12
( 40% )

4.2

5 . Attorneys would "play to
the camera . "

16
( 53% )

3
( 10% )

11
( 37% )

4.5

6 . cameras would distract
witnesses .

14
( 47% )

1
( 4% )

15
( 50% )

4 . 166

7 . cameras Wc>uld distract
jurors .

13
( 43% )

4
( 13% )

12
( 40% )

4 . 103

8 . Short COillOOrcial news
time would not help
audience understand .

17
( 57% )

4·
( 13% )

8
( 27% )

4 . 896

9 . Estes v. Texas neans

2
( 6% )

7
( 23% )

17
( 57% )

2 . 769

10 . Positive surveys in other 14
( 47% )
states not enough proof
S . D . should allow carreras .

5
( 17% )

9
( 30 % )

4 . 464

cameras should be banned .

Table 3 is based on a seven-point Likert scale . 7 , 6 , 5= agree ,
1 , 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 Irean scores .
·*

30 of the 45 judges returned the questionnaire .
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with a

4 . 66 mean ,

that television cameras would disrupt

proceedings ( Question 1 )

court

•

Judges disagreed with one anti-access statement .

Seventeen

judges said that the United States Suprene Court decision in Fstes v.
'Iexas

did not mean carceras should be banned in all cases ( Question 9 )

Two judges said the case did prohibit caneras in all cases .
'!he other anti-access statements fell in the neutral area .
Judges were undecided whether cameras distracted judges , attorneys ,
jurors , or witnesses .

'!hey were also undecided on the rreaning of

surveys conducted in other states and whether attorneys would play up
to the canera in the courtroan.
·

'!here was only one pro-access statement judges agreed with
( Table 4 ) .

Over half the judges said , with a 4 . 66 6 mean , carcera

ooverage of court proceedings would be educational

( Question 1 ) .

cnly four judges disagreed carceras in court would be educational .
'!hey were neutral on the other seven pro-access statenents .
'!he judges . would not disagree or agree on whether camera
ooverage of court proceedings would give the plblic confidence in the
judicial system ( Question 2 )

•

'!hey were also neutral on whether

showing the accused in court would improve the defendant ' s image and
on whether technological advancerrents would make cameras 100 re accept. able in the courtroom.
Judges

were

neutral

on whether

television

reporters

and

newspaper reporters covered trials res:p::>nsibly and if showing actual
testiroony from the courtroom would make news reports rrore accurate . .

•
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Table 4
JUOOES *

Pro-access Stat.enents on Cameras in the
Courtroan in South Iakota
statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Mean
Score

1. Camera coverage 'WOuld be
educational .

17
( 57% )

9
( 30% )

4
( 13% )

4 . 666

2 . Camera coverage 'WOuld
give people· confidence
in judicial system.

15
( 50% )

10
( 33% )

5
( 17% )

4 . 366

3 . Broadcasting actual
testim:>ny 'WOuld nake
reports m:>re accurate .

12
( 40% )

3
( 10% )

15
( 50% )

3 . 833

4 . Showing defendant in
a:>urt 'WOuld improve
image .

8
( 27% )

15
( 50% )

4
( 13% )

4 . 222

5 . Technological advancements 15
( 50% )
rrake cazreras acceptable .

'3
( 10% )

12
( 40% )

4 . 133

6 . Television reporters rover 10
( 33% )
trials in responsible ,
effective manner .

7
( 23% )

13
( 43% )

3.7

7 . Newspaper reporters cover
trials in responsible ,
effective manner .

13
( 43% )

8
( 27% )

9
( 30% )

4.2

a.

8
( 27% )

7
( 23% )

15
( 50% )

3.6

Media reporters have
acceptable understanding
of s . D . judicial system

• .

Table 4 is based on a seven-point Likert scale . 7 , 6 , 5= agree ,
1, 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 nean scores .

*

30 of the 45 judges returned the questionnaire .
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Half of the judges disagreed with the statem:mt that reporters had an
acceptable understanding of South Dakota ' s judicial system ( Question
8) .

State ' s Attorneys
South Dakota ' s prosecuting attorneys agreed with nine out of
ten of t:Pe anti-access staterrents ( Table 5 )
ment was on �e United States Supreme
Texas

•

The only neutral · state

Court

decision in Estes v.

and sixteen of forty-four _state ' s attorneys \rould not respond

to the statarent ( Question 9 )

•

State ' s attorneys agreed with the statement that reporters
vere only interested in the sensational trials ( Question 2 )
vere

thirty-seven

prosecutors

( eighty-four

percent )

•

that

'Ibere
said

reporters only wanted to cover trials involving murder , rape , sexual
abuse, and child abuse .
'!he state ' s attorneys also agreed with the statement that the
short aroount of tine for news on cannercial stations would not help
the audience understand the judicial process ( Question 8 ) .
Twenty-seven state ' s attorneys . said surveys perforrred in other
states yielding positive results for caneras in court were not enough
proof South Dakota should allow cameras into court proceedings .
Distraction was an important issue for state ' s attorneys .
. '!hey . said cameras in the courtroan would distract witnesses and
jurors , but that the lens would have less effect on attorneys and

.
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Table 5
STATE ' S ATIDRNEYS *
Anti-access Stat:enents on cameras in the
Courtroan in South Dakota
Mean
Score

Statanents

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

1 . Television would disrupt
court proceedings .

30
( 68% )

6
( 14% )

6
( 14% )

5 . 404

2 . Broadcast reporters
cnly interested in
"sensational" trials .

37
( 84% )

4
( 9% )

2
( 4% )

5 . 697

3 . cameras �uld distract
judge .

19
( 43% )

13
( 29% )

11
( 25% )

4 . 511

4 . cameras �uld distract
attorneys .

23
( 52% )

12
( 27 % )

8
( 18% )

4 . 906

5 . Attorneys �uld "play to
the camera . "

28
( 64% )

7
( 16% )

8
( 18% )

5.0

6 . cameras �uld distract
witnesses .

29
( 66% )

6
( 14% )

8
( 18% )

5 . 232

7 . cameras �uld distract
jurors .

28
( 64% )

4
( 9% )

10
( 23% )

5 . 047

8 . Short comrercial news
time would not help
audience understand .

34
( 77% )

8
( 18% )

1
( 2% )

5 . 906

4
( 9% )

8
( 18% )

14
( 32% )

3 . 538

10 . Positive surveys in other 27
( 61% )
states not enough proof
S . D . should allow caneras .

9'
( 20% )

2
( 4% )

5 . 421

9 . Estes v . Texas aeans
cameras should be banned .

*

Table 5 is based on a seven-:r;x:>int Likert scale . 7 , 6 , 5= agree ,
1 , 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 mean scores .
44 of the 65 state ' s attorneys returned the questionnai:re .
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judges .

The prosecutors also agreed attorneys would take advantage

of the situation and play to the carrera in the courtroom.
state 1 s attorneys agreed with the staterent that

Finally,

television cameras would disrupt court proceedings .

'lhirty of the

forty-four prosecutors said court decorum TNOuld be disrupted by the
pcesence of a camera .
State ' s attorneys lNere neutral on the najority of pro-access
statanents in the questiormaire ( Table 6)

•

'!he group would not agree

or disagree that cameras in the �urtroom would be educational , TNOuld
nake

television news

reports rrore

accurate ,

would

improve

the

defendant 1 s image , or TNOuld be acceptable because of technological
advancement s .
'!he prosecutors disagreed with the staterrent that carrera
ooverage of trials would give people more· confidence in the system
2)

(Question

Twenty-three of the forty-four

•

state 1 s attorneys

disagreed with the statanent while only nine agreed .

There were

eleven that gave a neutral response to the staterent .
As for the responsibility of the m:rlia ,

state ' s attorneys

were neutral on the statanent newspa:per reporters cover trials in a
responsible

er ( Question 7 )

mann

The group disagreed with the state

•

nent that television reporters covered trials in a responsible manner
. (Question 6 ) .

Twenty-four disagreed with the staterrent .

disagreed m:dia reporters have
Lakota ' s

judicial

system

an

Even roc>re

acceptable understanding of South

( Question

8)

•

There

were

state 1 s attorneys that disagreed with that statenent .

bNenty-nine
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Table 6
srATE ' S ATIDRNEYS

*

Pro-access Statements on Cameras in the
Courtroom in South Dakota
Mean
Score

statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

1 . Camera coverage TNOuld be
educational .

14
( 32% )

12
( 27% )

17
( 39 % )

3 . 744

2 . Camera coverage TNOuld
give people · confidence
in judicial system.

9
( 20% )

11
( 25% )

23
( 52 % )

3 . 209

3 . Broadcasting actual
testi.Ioony TNOuld make
reports xoore accurate .

16
( 36% )

9
( 20% )

18
( 41% )

3 . 72

4 . Showing defendant in
oourt TNOuld improve
image .

10
( 23% )

18
( 41% )

13
( 29% )

3 . 78

5 . Technological advancarents 18
nake cameras acceptable . ( 41% )

( 7% )

3

19
( 43 % )

3 . 55

6 . Television reporters cover 9
( 20% )
trials iil responsible,
effective manner .

10
( 23% )

24
( 54 % )

3 . 116

7 . Newspaper reporters cover 14
( 32% )
trials in responsible ,
effective manner .

11
( 25% )

19
( 43% )

3 . 75

a.

9
( 20% )

29
( 66% )

3 . 022

6
Media reporters have
acceptable understanding ( 14% )
of S . D . judicial system. .
.

Table 6 is based on a seven-point Likert scale . 7 , 6 , 5= agree ,
.
1, 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 mean scores .
*

44 of the 65 state ' s attorneys returned the questionnaire .
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Bar

Attorneys
'!he anti-access responses of bar attorneys were similar to the

findings of state ' s attorneys ( Table 7 ) .

'!he bar attorneys agreed

with eight of the ten anti-access staterrents
.Again,

issues .

•

sensationalism and short news

tine were the main

OVer seventy percent of the 134 attorneys agreed reporters

were only interested in trials concerning murder , rape , sexual abuse ,
and child ab�e ( Question 2 )

Ninety-seven attorneys agreed the

•

short axoount of news tirce on cO{t'lrercial stations was not enough to
�lp the �lie understand the judicial system ( Question 8 )
Distraction was not

as

important an issue .

•

The attorneys

slightly agreed with the statement that cameras in court would
distract attorneys and witnesses and that attorneys TNOuld "play to
the camera . "

The group was neutral on whether caneras TNOuld distract

the judge or the jurors .
Attorneys slightly agreed television caneras would disrupt
the court proceedings ( Question 1 )

•

'!he defense attorneys agreed with the statement surveys taken
in

other states were not enough proof cameras should be allowed in

South Dakota courts ( Question 10 ) .

Of the attorneys responding to

the questionnaire , sixty-three percent agreed the surveys were not
. enough proof .
'!he only anti-access statertren bar attorneys disagreed with
was

the

United

States

Supreme

Court

decision

Estes

�

Texas
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( Question

9) .

Fifty-five

attorneys

that

disagreed

Estes

proved

cameras should be banned from all courtrooms .
Bar

attorneys

staterents ( Table 8 )

were

neutral

on a

majority

of

pro-access

•

r.t>re attorneys agreed than disagreed that cameras in court
would be educational to the public ( Question 1 )

•

The mean score

showed a neutral response, rut forty-seven percent agreed to the
staterent , while thirty-two percent disagreed .

Twenty-one percent

t.ere neutral .
'!be defense attorneys disagreed with the madia responsibility
staterents .

The

group

disagreed with

the

statarent

television

reporters covered trials in a responsible , effective nanner ( Question
6)

•

Fifty-six percent d;i.sagreed with the statement ,

twenty-four percent agreed .

while only

Attorneys also disagreed media reporters

had an acceptable understanding of the South Dakota judicial system
(Question 8 )

•

Eighty-eight attorneys disagreed with the statement ,

\\bile only nineteen attorneys agreed .
Attorneys were neutral on whether newspaper reporters covered
trials in an acceptable manner

( Question 7 ) .

'Ibere were forty

attorneys that agreed newspaper reporters were responsible , while
sixty-six attorneys disagreed with the statement .

The nean score of

. 3 . 589 was just within the neutral area .
'Ihe group was also neutral on whether technological advance
nents made caneras acceptable in

court ,

on whether court coverage

would improve the defendant ' s image , on whether the public would have
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Table 7
Bl\R

ATIDRNEYS

*

Anti-access Statements on Cameras in the
Courtroan in South Dakota
statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Mean
Score

1 . Television would disrupt
court proceedings .

85
( 63% )

12
( 9% )

37
( 28 % )

. 4 . 858

2 . Broadcast reporters
only interested in
"sensational " trials .

95
( 71% )

22
( 16% )

17
( 13% )

5 . 268

3 . Cameras would distract
judge .

54
( 40% )

19
( 14% )

61
( 45% )

3 . 88

4 . Cameras would distract
attorneys .

71
( 53% )

19
( 14% )

44
( 33 % )

4 . 544

5 . Attorneys �uld "play to
the camera . "

82
( 61% )

21
( 1�% )

31
( 23 % )

4 . 858

6 . Cameras would distract
witnesses .

81
( 60% )

16
( 12% )

36
( 27 % )

4 . 774

7. Cameras would distract
jurors .

72
( 54% )

14
( 10% )

48
( 36% )

4 . 425

B.

Short commercial news
time would not help
audience understand.

97
( 72% )

15
( 11% )

22
( 16% )

5 . 291

9 . EEtes v. Texas rreans
cameras should be banned .

6
( 4% )

37
( 28% )

55
( 41% )

2 . 857

10 . Positive surveys in other 84
( 63% )
states not enough proof
S . D . should allow caneras .

22
( 16% )

20
( 15% )

5 . 087

Table 7 is based on a seven-point Likert scale .
1, 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 mean scores .
*

7 , 6 , 5= agree ,

134 of the 200 bar attorneys returned the questionnaire .
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Table 8
BAR

ATIDRNEYS*

Pro-access Statem:mts on Cameras in the
Courtroan in South Dakota
Statements

Mean

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

1 . Camera coverage would be
educational .

63
( 47% )

28
( 21% )

43
( 32 % )

4 . 253

2 . Camera coverage would
give people confidence
in judicial system.

44
( 33% )

33
( 25% )

57
( 42 % )

3 . 694

3 . Broadcasting actual
testiloony tNOuld nake
reports m::>re accurate .

53
( 39% )

19
( 14% )

62
( 46% )

3 . 776

4 . Showing defendant in
rourt tNOuld improve
image .

43
( 32% )

47
( 35% )

42
( 31% )

3 . 916.

5 . Technological advancements 56
nake cameras acceptable . ( 42% )

21
( 16% )

56
( 42 % )

3 . 834

6 . Televisiqn reporters cover 32
( 24% )
trials in responsible ,
effective manner .

27
( 20% )

75
( 56 % )

3 . 365

7. Newspaper reporters cover 40
( 30% )
trials in responsible ,
effective manner .

28
( 21% )

66
( 49 % )

3 . 589

19
( 14% )

27
( 20% )

88
( 66% )

2 . 94

�

8 . Media reporters have
acceptable understanding
of S . D . judicial systan
•

.

Score

·

Table 8 is based on a seven-point Likert scale . 7 , 6 , 5= agree ,
1 , 2 , 3= disagree , neutral= 3 . 5 to 4 . 5 mean scores .
*

.

134 of the 200 bar attorneys returned the questionnal.re .
.
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ItDre confidence in the court system if it was televised , and on
whether broadcasting actual testimony would make news reports roore
ate .

accur

Significance
'!here were several areas of statistical significance .

The

issues included in the survey also prorrpted many of the . respondents
to add ccmnents on caneras in the courtroan.
Maintaining court decorum_ was in1?Qrtant to many questionnaire
respondents , especially attor:neys .

Judges \Ere neutral on the state

rrent that television caneras would disrupt court proceedings , even
under strict state guidelines .

Bar attorneys slightly agreed with

the statenent, while state ' s attorneys \Ere roore certain the presence
of the equipnent would disrupt proceedings· .
"The public is entitled to view the court proceedings , 11 one
attorney

caTmented ,

11 and should be encouraged to do so .

'lbere is

already enough drama in the courtroom, however , and I fear television
tNOuld disrupt the process . "
Incidents have occurred in the pa:st .

Judge Joe E. Brown gave

p:mnission for one carrera to be admitted to the Jack Ruby trial .

Yet

the nedia ignored the order and many different news organizations
brought cameras in.

Attercpts to pool equipment and coverage failed . 5

A state ' s attorney wrote about
the

193 5

Bruno Hauptrcann trial .

a

concern that dates back to .

'nle prosecutor said :

I think that television news is almost unifonnly
superficial and that the rrediurn is inherently incapable of
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conveying a sophisticated understanding of the judicial
process . Allowing cameras in the courtroom would contribute
little to nothing to public understanding and would create a
serious risk that important trials would take on a m:>re
circus-like character than they already do .
But one author on caneras in court,

SUsanna Barber ,

has

referred to the courtroom as a place "saturated with prejudice . "
Ckx:urences are blamed on the canera that would happen anyway . 6
The statement dealing with the sensationalism issue was highly
significant .
interested
abuse ,

South Dakota judges agree broadcast reporters are only
in sensational trial� concerning murder ,

and child

abuse .

attorneys had a 5 . 6 nean .
as

The

judges '

nean was

rape ,

6 . 16 .

sexual
State ' s

South Dakota attorneys do agree , but not

strongly with a 5 . 26 mean, that routine cases are ignored for

those dealing with aajor cri.Ires , including drug-related cases .
Ckle state • s attorney said:
Generally , covering court proceedings by television
will , in my opinion , tend to highlight the m:>re sensational
issues of a case and therefore take things out of context,
unless the entire proceeding was televised this problem could
not be resolved.
Ckle attorney said :
r-t>st reporters have the problem of attempting to
sensationalize minor parts of a trial that detract fran the
important parts of a trial . If a reporter sits cill day at a
trial and nothing happens they must report something . So they
nake a snW.l item into a newsworthy item.
Not all attorneys have the same reaction.

Florida attorney

Talbot D ' Alemberte supports cameras in court for just the opposite
reasons mentioned above .

D 'Alemberte said a sensational case will be

covered in any event and that the number of cameras covering t.Qe
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trial can be reduced by allowing a careera into court .

'Ibis wt>uld

reduce the cameras in the hallway and on the steps of the court
bri.lding . 7
Distraction appeared to be a concern to attorneys .

State 1 s

attorneys were above a 4 . 5 mean on five of six anti-access statem:mts
ex>ncerning the distraction of carceras to judges ,

attorneys , wit

resses , and jurors .

Bar attorneys . were above the 4 . 5 nean on four of

the six statarents .

However , judges �re only above the 4 . 5 nean on

the statarent that attorneys would "play to the canera . "

State 1 s

attorneys and · bar attorneys slightly agreed they would "play to the
camera . "

They were also concerned camera coverage would distract

witnesses and jurors .
'!his agrees with the Stefaniak study in Indiana .

Judges and

prosecuting attorneys slightly agreed with statarents that caneras
would distract jurors and witnesses . 8
'!he number of written comrents from attorneys support the
ex>ncern with distraction.
as

Fquiprent and camera operators �re seen

najor distractions to the main participants of a trial .
An attorney ccmnented :
They would have to become invis ible· to these
participants before I -would find them acceptable because it is
irrp:>ssible to gauge the effect on · the participants and my
concern is that the trial serve the function it -was intended
to find the truth and to protect the rights of
to serve
the accused.
.

•

•
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Another attorney said:
I think carceras will intimidate sare attorneys ,
litigants , judges , and jurors . Testifying is often a tough
enough job without being afraid you will sound or look dumb or
do sarething embarassing .
"In circuit court , " a third attorney said , "peoples ' lives are
an

the line .

There is too nuch at stake to justify the distraction

of a cameraman. "
cne

respondent

believed fellow attorneys

would pay roore

attention to the carcera making the client "the second roost irrportant
thing on a lawyer ' s

IJlind

in coUrt .

The first thing would be ' how

will I look on the 6 p.m. neWs . ' "
Again , D ' Alemberte disagreed with the claim of distraction

associated with a canera in the courtroan.

He

said:

A courtroan is an irrposing place . A black-robed judge ,
lawyers , the bailiff , a court reporter taking down every TNOrd,
spectators , relatives , reporters , artists , and unifonned
policemen are often present. In roost cases , it is a witness ' s
or jurors first trip to court and the case is already
irrpoi:tant to him . can it seriously be argued that a carrera
has any great impact on these citizens? 9
An experiment at the University of Wisconsin also indicated
there was no noticeable difference in peoples ' responses to state
nents when a carcera was present . 10
Judges and attorneys agreed survey results rrade in other
states , especially those which had positive results towards canera
coverage in courts , would not be enough proof South Dakota should
allaw caneras into court .
Inportant infornation has been collected in many states on
the issues surrounding cameras in court.

The Florida study rrade
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during

the

experimental

trial

period

showed

judges ,

attorneys ,

witnesses , and jurors were not distracted by rredia coverage during
the trial . ll
<ile

statement. , which resulted in a statistically significant

difference at the
available on

•

OS

level , concerned the short amount of tiire

cial television stations .

ccmner

between . judges and state 1 s attorneys .

A difference resulted

State 1 s attorneys agreed , with

a 5 . 9 rrean, the short aroount of tiire on ccmnercial television news
was an inportant issue in the _ camera coverage of courts .

Judges

agreed with the statarent, �t not as strongly with a 4 . 89 uean .
Attorneys said the short aroount of tirre dedicated to an inpor
tant trial would actually create a distorted view of the judicial
system and be detrimental in the long run .

One attorney

ted on

corrm:m

Iowa I s guidelines allowing camera coverage in court .

The person

said:
I watch Sioux City, ( Iowa ) TV often, and cameras are
allowed in courtroans there. Rarely is a clip 100re than a few
seconds long .
'!bat is the problem.
The public is not
educated bY the three second clip . · '!be 'N stations have tried
to pick the roost sensational three seconds of a two day trial
in order to jazz up their broadcasts . "
A Wisconsin

study

by Kennit Netteburg

agreed

the

short

ex>verage tirre on television · news would not educate the public on the
.
judicial system based on trial coverage . 12

'nlere were eight statE!!ITBlts worded in a pro-access
secti.on5 two and three of the questionnaire .

er in

mann

Five of the pro-access

stat.E:!Irents were in section two of the questionnaire .
Results showed judges and attorneys were . neutral on roost
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pro-access statenents on caneras in the courtroom.
'lhe only pro-access statellent that any population could agree
with said canera coverage of court proceedings would be educational
to citizens .

Judge.s agreed camera coverage would be of educational

value , with a 4 . 66 nean , but had the opinion it could not be accomplished with the short cuoount of time allowed on cannercial tele. vision news discussed earlier .

Attorneys surveyed were neutral on

the subject .
Stefaniak ' s Indiana study showed judges and attorneys agreed
with the statellent that the public would be educated by caneras in
the courtroom. l3
Bar

attorneys were neutral on the statarent with a 4 . 25 nean .

State ' s attorneys were also neutral , but close to disagreeing with a
3 . 7 nean .

Cooments specifically nentioned the need for 100re in-depth

camera coverage before it would be an educational benefit.

But not

everyone agi:'eed .
'!here \Ere bar attorneys that catmented a reporter ' s comnitnent related directly to concerns of society.

A bar attorney said :

I suspect reporters ' interests in such natters parallel
the interests of the public . · Perhaps televising arraigrment
and/or sentencing proceedings in criminal cases might have .
sorte social utility . I think the public might gain a better
tmderstanding of the · legal process · fran televising proceedings
general!y, however there are sane limitations . n
"Any effort to educate the public on the court system should
oo

applauded , " another bar attorney said,

"Television coverage of

oourt trials and argtJirents would go a long way I think towards this
goal . "
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en

the negative side a state ' s attorney said :

My main concern with television caneras in court is
[the ] fear the Iredia can only report very little of the actual
proceedings , �ch would actually distort the �lie ' s idea of
the judicial systan xoore than it already is .

'!be concern included the reporter ' s judgment when editing tape
of the court proceedings .

One state ' s attorney believed coverage

would be educational only if it were used by a law school to teach
students .
A state ' s attorney said:
Even if roore than excerpts were shown what happens in
court is only a· minute part of our justice system, and without
an understanding of the other factors , the courtroom drama
would . be of little educational or infonnative value .
-

In-depth
·

coverage has

occurred

WPBT-TV,

in the past .

a

Florida public television station, replayed twenty-seven holirs of the
Ronny Zaroora trial .
and shown at night .

The court proceedings were taped during the day
'!be Zaroora trial broadcasts averaged 100 , 000

viewers each night. l4
'!be only pro-access statement which resulted in a statistically significant difference , at the . 05 level , was whether camera
a>verage would give people roore confidence in South Il:lkota ' s judicial
system.

Judges had a stronger opinion it would.

But with a nean of

4 . 36 it was not a strong enough neasure · to say judges agreed with
the statement.

State ' s attorneys were the only population to defi

nitely disagree with the statem:mt with a 3 . 2

mean.

Bar

were neutral , but on the fringe of disagreeing with a 3 . 69

attorneys .
rcean .

All three populations would not agree with the statement tpat
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broadcasting actual trial testi.Ioony would rrake news reports roore
·

ate.

accur

But

the rcean scores were not strong enough to say judges

and attorneys disagreed with the statement .

'!he judges ' mean was 3 . 8

with the bar atto�ys ' nean at 3 . 77 and the state ' s attorneys ' mean
at 3 . 72 .
A bar attorney said-:
Generally speaking very few trials get much public
attention. Of those which are important to the p.lblic , only a
small part, would be of nuch interest to the };Ublic . To give
the public a fair presentation the entire trial tNOuld have to
be covered .
cne bar attorney said the statement suggested the news madia.
reported inaccurate testiroony.
happens , "

the attorney said,

quoted out of context.

" I have not found that to be what
"The problem is that it is . usually

Cameras in the courtroan cannot solve that

problem. "
"The only way I would ever support cameras in the
would be a structure sanewhat

similar to

C-Span , II

courtroom

another bar

attorney said , "that would call for full coverage of trials , not
[ one ] minute blurbs on the nightly news . "
The expansion of cable channels · provides another avenue for
camera coverage of trials .

Cable News Network ( CNN) has broadcast

several trials nationwide .

Parts of the · Claus von Bulow trial �re

broadcast live each day. 1 5

Local

cable stations broadcast parts of

the Big Om ' s rape trial in New Bedford , Massachusetts , with Cable
News Network . 16

•

Similar results occured
r
with · the staterent concerning .the
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defendant ' s public image .

The statement said showing a defendant in

the courtroan rather than being escorted to court in handcuffs would
irrprove

the

neutral .

person ' s

public

image .

Judges

and attorneys

were

However , .conments fran respondents said defendants are not

escorted in with harrlcuff s during a trial .

Not

one discussed

arraignments or preliminary hearings where news coverage has shown
defendants in handcuffs .

This question is addressed during the

review of the proposed South Dakota cameras in court guidelines later
in this chapter .
'!he final

statement

in section two of

the questionnaire

concerned the technological advancements made with television equip
rcent and whether the advances were great enough to rcake camera cover
age 100re acceptable .
State ' s attorneys cane close to diSagreeing with the statenent
· with a 3 . 55 mean .
subject .

Bar attorneys and judges were neutral on the

Bar attorneys had a 3 . 8 mean and judges had a 4 . 1 mean.

'!hose results show the populations could not agree or disagree that
technological advancements would make carrera coverage of trials less
distracting .

Fating reporters
'!be

final

section

of

the

questionnaire

included

three

pro-:access statements which asked whether television and newspaper ·
reporters covered trials in a responsible way .

It also asked if
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rcedia reporters have an acceptable tmderstanding of South Dakota ' s
judicial system.
'!he media received poor marks from the legal profession,
especial!y fran state ' s attorneys and bar attorneys .

Judges were

reutral ,

but

statements .

NeWspaper

reporters received the highest marks , with a 4 . 2 mean fran

judges , . on

were

covering

close

to

trials

disagreeing

in

a

with

responsible

the

way .

Television

reporters also . received their highest marks fran judges , but with a
mean of only 3 . 7 .
Attorneys disagreed television reporters covered trials in a
responsible · way and were neutral on whether newspaper reporters
covered trials in a responsible way .
M::>st COll1leilts , however , addressed the inadequacies of broadcast and print reporters .
<Ale

bar attorney said :

My experience and that of fellow lawyers in Rapid City
has been very negative with reporters in the sense that nany
of the newspaper stories are inaccurate , and most of the N
reporters are so inexperienced that they don ' t know the
difference l:ebNeen an arraigrunent and a preliminary hearing
[ italics in original ] .

'!he attorney nentioned working as a journalist before entering
the law profession , as did ·.several others .

But another voiced oppo-

site concerns in favor of camera coverage in court .
'!he attorney said:
I have a journalism background as well as [ being ]
raised in Iowa where courtroom cameras are allowed . I believe
South Dakota ' s position , including that of the bar , is
narrow� , provincial and totally contrary to the public
interest . . . clearly what thf7 interest of the law should be .
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Newspaper

reporters

had

a

higher

mean

than

reporters on how responsible they \Ere covering trials .
difference was fran state ' s attorneys .
both types of re�rters .

television
The biggest

'!he group gave low ratings to

They were neutral on whether newspaper

reporters -were responsible with a 3 . 75 nean, rut disagreed television
reporters were responsible with a 3 . 1 mean .
� attorneys were just as critical with newspaper reporters
having a nean of 3 . 58 and television reporters having · a nean of 3 . 36 .
'!his indicates bar attorneys , similar to state ' s attorneys results ,
are neutral on the statement that newspaper reporters cover trials
responsibly , . but disagree that television reporters cover trials
responsibly .
It should be renenbered the differences -were not eonsidered
statistically significant between the

three

populations .

Camlents showed a distrust toward the news rredia .

It appeared

to be based. on observations of reporters na.de by attorneys and judges
before , during, and after a trial .
A bar attorney said :
I have personally observed a neii.a reporter taking down
infonna.tion that was biased · to the side of the attorney
naking the statement , so that the subsequent newspaper article
was based upon that attorney ' s view rather than the results at ·
trial .
'!he person continued to criticize the use of videotape since
"such coverage could be edited in a fashion that c6uld mislead. "
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cne judge had similar concerns .

'!he person said :

My greatest concern and objection is that the
television coverage , of necessity because of time constraints ,
rrust be edited .
'!his could give rise to inaccuracies ,
prejudices or philosophies flavoring the reporting and just
plain ' taking things out of context. '
Judges rated the m:rlia ' s understanding of the judicial system
low, but ranained neutral with a 3 . 6 m:xm .

State ' s attorneys dis

agreed nedia reporters had an acceptable understanding with a 3 . 02
nean .

Bar attorneys gave the lowest rating with a 2 . 94 maan .

'lhese

results show that state ' s attorneys and bar attorneys believe m:rlia
reporters do nat have an acceptable understanding of the South D:lkota
Unified Judicial System.
A state ' s attorney said:
My experience with television and newspaper shows a
lack of understanding [ of ] the system in general . When the
ti.rce is spent explaining a matter fran beginning to end , the
end result seldan appears even close to the circumstances as
presented. AWarently, it is due to lack of space , lack of
ti.rre , or simply the full story makes dull reading .

An attorney said :
I have never seen a reporter for any medium sit though
an entire trial , although I ' m sure that sane must do so .
Trials can actually be quite boring at tirnes , but scmetimes
that is the result of trial strategy . It is too canplicated a
process to be grasped by a short visit to a trial .
Another

attorney said:.

·

I have tried several 1 sensational ' cr.i.mi.nal cases and
my biggest conplaint is that reporters don 1 t understand the
criminal/legal process . Often young inexperienced reporters
cover trials and by the time they begin to understand the
process they rrove out of the state or are transferred to a
different ' beat ' .
·
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Several ccmnents recognized the conflict between a defendant ' s
privacy and the public ' s right to know.

'!his was inportant because

the issue was not included in the questionnaire .

It was an obvious

ooncern to sooe attorneys since lengthy ccmnents were included on the
subject .
An attorney ccmnented :
For those who are interested in trials , such are still
open to the spectator . Any positive things from television
coverag� would be roore than offset by the distraction and
effect which would seriously hamper a fair trial .
cannents outlined the delicate line that must be drawn in
protecting the accused while allowing the public court access .
A state ' s attorney wrote :
I do not feel that court proceedings should be secret
and strongly encourage people who are interested in a
particular case or who are interested in the workings of the
judicial process to attend whenever and as often as they would
like to care to court
.
I guess my philosophy is that ,
while an individual should not have the right to exclude
persons who are interested enough about sarething to attend
the · court proceedings , their dirty laundry should not be
displayed to disinterested parties . This is the balance I
would like to see between the right to privacy and [ the ] right
to know. If the public ' s desire to know is not very signi
ficant, the right to privacy should be given greater weight .
•

•

'!be legal conmmity ' s concern . on the public ' s right to know
versus the individual ' s right to a fair trial has not gone unnoticed
by the madia.

Alfred Friendly wrote about · it in 1967 .

Friendly said

there was always going to be a selection · process over what trial must
. be covered based on local interest . 17
roore about the sensational trial .

·

The public Would want to know .
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Proposed Guidelines
'!be questionnaire
difference between

showed a highly significant statistical

judges ,

state ' s

attorneys ,

and bar

attorneys

knowledge of South Dakota ' s proposed guidelines on cameras in the
courtroan.
'!be proposed South Dakota guidelines were developed by a
cxmnitt:ee

fran procedures used by other states allowin�t camera

ooverage in court. l8
A majority of the atto�eys said they were not familiar with
the proposed · guidelines , while over eighty-two percent of the judges
responding

t.o

the statement -were .

This could explain the difference

bet� judges and attorneys in sane of the results of the survey .
'!be proposed guidelines

do address the concerns made by

attorneys participating in the survey .
·

For instance , many attorneys

and judges noted it was very seldan that a defendant was shown
walking into the court handcuffed , yet guidelines lNOuld permit camera
coverage of "all public trials , hearings or other proceedings in a
trial or �late court. n l9

Included are preliminary hearings in

rcagistrate court where defendants are usually ushered in by guards .
In fact, the guidelines would prevent such coverage in the
future because the proposal· also states "No televising, photographing
or broadcasting of parties , their counsel , or witnesses shall take
place in courthouse corridors in cases where exparided media coverage
has been permitted . n 20
'!his rule lNOuld change coverage as it now takes place where a
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defendant · . nay be shown in an unfavorable way .

But it should be

remembered the rule "WOuld not prohibit any video taken outside the
court building.
'!he guidel�s also establish rules to prevent disruption of
the

trial

by

restricting

IOOvem:mt

of

the

Iredia

during

trial

proceedings , instructing where the equiprent "WOuld be located , and
how wires and cables are to be handled and forbidding the · use of
artificial lights .
'!he possible distraction of witnesses , jurors , the judge , and
_
the defendant are also addressed. Objections can be nade to the
presiding judge before and during the trial requesting caner-as be
barred.
Most of the populations ' concerns centered on the privacy of
participants and the " sensationalism" brought by media coverage

•

. Electronic media coverage "WOuld not be allowed " in cases involving
the victimS of crimes ,

including sex crimes ,

police infornants ,

undercover agents , relocated witnesses , and juveniles and in eviden
tiary suppression hearings , divorce proceedings , child custody cases
and cases involving trade secrets .

"

It \'VOuld be up to the

judge to make a final decision which the guidelines state " shall not
be appealable" . 2l
Not all objections nade in the questionnaires w.ere addressed
in the guidelines .

For instance one judge stated, "Very few South

Dakota courtrooms are designed for camera coVerage--u. s . o . ' s Law
School is the only one I ' ve seen in South Dakota . "
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Older court.t:f"'t(X(S could require artificial

lighting,

While

other smaller facilities could create location problems for caneras
in certain areas in South Dakota .
A
qJerator .

specific

distraction

could

continue

to

be

the

carrera

The guidelines specify only one camera would be allowed ,

rut COillleilts already rrentioned show this could :POSsibly bother sone
p:rrticipants .
A bar attorney wrote :
Coverage of routine , magistrate court proceedings would
not be unduly disruptive . But I don ' t think that is what the
media · is after . In circuit court people ' s lives are on the
line . 'nlere is too much at stake to justify the distraction of
a carreraman .
Several cooments rcentioned the use of raootely controlled
cameras or building a special roan to hide the equiprent from all the
p:rrticipants of a · trial .

This would be the only way carrera coverage

would be acceptable to sooe in the legal corrmunity .
cne attorney was very specific :
I believe that all court proceedings should be taped
through fixed hidden cameras under control of the bailiff .
<ile camera showing the bench and witness , one carrera showing
cotmsel and audience . The feed should be taped as part of the
court record on appeal and comnercial 1V people be allowed to
plug in at a site outside the courtroom where local access
the entire proceedings sent over the .
cable is available
wire .
•

.

•

cnl.y one incident was found where a guideline was violated .
Cedar

Rapids , Iowa, television station,

rcony of a sexual abuse victim.
vising of such testimony. 22

· KCRG-'IV,

A

broadcast the testi

Iowa guidelines prohibit the tele
The incident upset the victim,

family, attorneys , and other news na:lia .

the
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News Directors

--

-- -

--

'!he five television news directors questioned in personal and
I;ilone interviews favored carrera coverage of all courtroan proceedings
and favored a two-� experimmtal trial period.

Four of the five

W&e familiar with guidelines proJ;X>sed by the South Dakota Suprerce
Court comnittee on caneras in the courtroan.
'!he news directors were unan:i.rnous
coverage of

in

not favoring canera

just the South Dakota Supreme Court or allowing a

�-year experinent period at j�t that level .
'!hey also agreed br�cast and newspaper reporters cover court
proceedings

-in

a responsible and effective

r.

aanne

'Ibi s t.e.s contrary

to attitudes expressed by judges and attorneys .
News directors also agreed nedia reJ;X>rters have an acceptable
understanding of South D:lkota ' s judicial process .

Reporters received

a low rating by judges , lawyers , and state ' s attorneys .
'!he 'five participants had concerns similar to judges , state ' s
attorneys , and bar attorneys .

Several m:mtioned the need to protect

the identity of victims of child abuse , sex abuse , and rape at court
proceedings and said caution would be taken not to put such testim::>ny
on local news programs .
'!here were areas of · disagreement · between news directors and
judges and attorneys .

Several news directors said many attorneys

W&e rnisinfo.med on how carcera coverage would · work and need to.
actually see the process in action .
have been nurrerous

studies

One news director said , "There

throughout the country .

None snows
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proceedings are altered in the courtroan because of the presence of
the cameras . "
Another

news

director

observed cameras

in

California

courtroans where glass separates the court proceedings fran the
camera operator

aiXi

added

judges and attorneys were professional

enough to handle carceras in court with the proper guidelines .
� news director called for equality in journalism between
the print and television reporters .
'!he respondent said:
Newspaper . journalists get to take the tool s of their
trade inside the courtroan, so television journalis� should
be afforded the same luxury: and that luxury is one of the
pililic . '!he public benefits by seeing reality : by seeing [ the ]
court in IOOtion, by seeing accurately what ha�ns in the
court process .
·

'!his was a cannon position by the news media .
lancaster ' s

Indiana

study

television

coverage o� court proceedings . 23

journalists

In Dalton

favored

canera

The sane reason was indicated : to

use the "tools of the trade . "

Expectations Restated
After

considering

the

results

of

the

questionnaire

the

expectations made have � restated:
South Dakota justices , judges , and law rragistrates favor a
two-year experimental period allowing . carcera coverage of courtroan
proceedings .
South Dakota state ' s attorneys are opposed to camera coverage .
of court proceedings .
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State Bar of South Dakota attorneys are opposed to canera
coverage of court proceedings .
South Dakota television news directors are in favor of cam:ra
coverage of all court proceedings with the proper guidelines .
Results of these expectations are based on the questionnaire
statistical data .

The results show a majority of judges responding

to the survey favor a two-year experinental . trial period for · caneras
in the courtroom. Fifty-five percent of the judges responding favored
the experiment.
'Ihe survey results show state ' s attorneys have a negative
attitude on ·the issue of caneras in the courtroom.

The prosecutors

are opposed to carrera coverage of all court proceedings and to a
two-year experilrental trial period.

'Ibis indicates they lNOuld oppose

any camera coverage of South Dakota court · proceedings .
have the sane attitude as state ' s attorneys .

Bar attorneys

They also strongly

oppose any Canera coverage of South Dakota court proceedings .
Television news directors support all the positive aspects of
cameras in the courtroans .

They also said reporters cover trials in

a responsible manner .
'Ihere was no indication on tpe future of ccureras in court by
the South Dakota Supreme CoUrt .

An experimental test period could be

implercented , but any penna.nent rules would have to be passed by the
South Dakota legislature to change present law .

.
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CHAPl'ER FIVE
sut+JARY , Q)N:Lt.JSIONS ,

AND

REXXMtiENDATIONS

'!his thesis studied the attitudes of South Dakota justices ,
judges , state ' s attorneys , and bar attorneys on canera coverage of
South Dakota court proceedings .

South 03kota, as of early 1986 , does

not allow caneras into court proceedings .

It is one of seven states

that prohibit camera coverage . !
_
'!he thesis asked questions relating to philosophical attitudes
and intellectual perception of judges and attorneys on the issue .
'!here were basic concerns established by other states testing
the question of cameras in the courtroan.

Judges and attorneys are

concerned with courtroom decorum, an inii.vidual ' s right to a fair
trial , and the I?lJblic ' s right to know. · What they question is the
·

effect canera coverage would have on the judicial process and on
judges , attorneys , jurors , and witnesses .
'!heir concern goes beyond the courtroan.
an

Another area centers

what happens with the news material gathered during a trial .

'!bey

question the qualifications of reporters to elit corrplex information
gained during a trial , especially when the rredia is concerned with
sensational trials involvirig terrible crirres against society .

'!his

attitude is an l.np)rtant rceasurenent of . cameras in the courtroom.
'!he author developed a questionnaire to ma..il to judges , states
attorneys ,

and bar attorneys in South Dakota .

A

tabulation of

justices , judges , full-time law magistrates , state ' s attorneys , and
.

·
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bar attorneys was made from the State Bar of South Dakota aenbership
list .

'lbe total population was 1 , 164 .

'!he questionnaire was sent to
A random

all forty-five judges and all sixty-five state ' s attorneys .
selection of 200 of .the 1 , 054 attorneys was made .
'Ihe questionnaire was divided into three sections .

The first

section requested "yes , " "no , " and "tmdecided" responses to state
nents of attitudes toward allowing camera coverage of South Dakota
court proceedings .

Also included were statements on ' proposed guide

lines and the number of state� allowing cameras into courtroans .
Section two used a seven-point Likert scale to measure attitudes of
the populations toward questions of disruption, sensationalism, and
potential educational benefits of camera coverage .
used the same

Likert

Section three

scale to neasure attitudes of the populations

toward the responsibility of the news media coverage of court trials .
It also asked if the news nmia had an acceptable understanding of
South Dakota ' s judicial system.
'!he 310 questionnaires were mailed to

forty-five

judges ,

sixty-five state ' s attorneys , and 200 bar attorneys .
'Ihe return rate was very high .

Over sixty-seven percent of

those receiving questionnaires responded. 'lhirty judges , forty-four .
state ' s attorneys , and 134 · bar attorneys · canpleted the survey .
oonnal

The

return rate for a questionnaire is forty to fifty percent . 2
'!be five television news directors in South Dakota were also.

interviewed personally or by phone .
questionnaire .

Fach filled

out the sarre
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'!he _ study found a strong anti-nedia attitudP. aroong South
Dakota attorneys .

State ' s attorneys and bar attorneys answered rrost

of the questions the sane way .

Both groups opposed cameras in the

courtroom whether i� - \\las pennanent or a two-year experilrental period.
'!hey also opposed canera coverage of the South Dakota Suprerre Court
on either a permanent or two-year experi.Irental period.
Statistically, judges ' attitudes TNere significantly different
from attorneys ' attitudes . A majority of South Dakota justices ,
_
judges , and law magistrates favo_;-ed a two-year experimental period to
allow camera · coverage of courtroom proceedings .
attorneys that the South Dakota Supreme Court

Judges agreed with

\\laS

not the place to

regin canera coverage .
'!he study found judges Jmew rrore about the guidelines that had
teen proposed in the state - by the South Dakota Suprene Court ' s
committee on caneras in the courtroan.

Over eighty-two percent of

the judges Participating in the questionnaire said they were familiar
with the guidelines .

Less than half of the state ' s attorneys and bar

attorneys were familiar with the guidelines .
'!he questionnaire found that judges also saw roor e educational
renefits than state ' s attorneys fran
proceedings .

news

nedia coverage of court

Bar attorneyS were undecided about the educational

impact of television coverage .
'!he
cameras

questionnaire

results

indicated

attorneys

object

to .

in the courtroan because of the possible distraction to the

oourt proceedings and the sensationalism daronstrated by the

n:ews

_
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nedia in the past.
rupt

a

trial

attorneys .

Attorneys · said they beJ i.eved cameras would · dis

and

distract

the

judge ,

witnesses ,

jurors ,

and

They also believed broadcast reporters t.Ere only inter

ested in sensational trials dealing with llllrders ,

rapes ,

sexual

abuse , child abuse , and drugs .
Judges had an even stronger attitude on the sensationalism
sta�t.

'!he Likert scale revealed a highly significant difference

ret-ween ·judges . and bar attorneys on the sensationalism issue . Judges ,
with a 6 . 16 nean , believed repoFters \Ere only interested in sensa
tional trials .

Attorneys �ically agreed with the statement , · but

with a 5 . 26 nean .
'!he technological advancem:mts in broadcast journalism seerred
to make little difference in the attitudes of judges and attorneys
toward camera ex>verage of ex>urt proceedings .
·were neutral on the issue .

Judges and attorneys

They tNere roore concerned with philoso

tfrlcal problems that could be created by a carreraperson and the
equiprent in the ex>urtroan than advancements made in reducing the
size of that equipnent .
'!he negative attitudes of judges and attorneys appeared to
cxxne from past performances of broadcast and newspaper reporters .
ex>vering a trial .
the news rredia .

Television reporters received the lowest rating of
Judges and attorneys . gave low

journalists for how they cover a trial .
better

rrarks

marks

to broadcast

Newspaper reporters got.

in the way they cover court proceedings , but were not

significantly higher .

Bar attorneys and state ' s attorneys said :the
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news media do not understand +he South Dakota judicial system.
Judges rated the understanding higher , but it was not a statis
tically significant difference .
'!be news directors favored allowing cameras into all court
proceedings .

Four of the five were familiar with the proposed guide

lines nade by the South Dakota SUprane Court ' s coomittee on cameras
.in the courtroom.

'!be news directors favored a two-year expel:'irrental

t:eriod and gaye their reporters passing grades on coVering trials in
a responsible manner .
An unexpected issue found by the survey was the public ' s right
Sane

to know versus the individual ' s privacy-..
cat'lrellted citizens have a right to attend
time , but

an

any

attorneys and judges
court session at

any

individual ' s privacy is threatened when a court hearing

is taped or broadcast live .

They said the public has a right to be

present at a court hearing, but the public ' s right to know must be
offset by the right to privacy of

an

individual .

That right TNOuld be

.infringed if news coverage of court proceedings included cameras .
Judges a�ed to be better inforrced on the cameras in the
�urtroom issue and favored a two-� experirrental period to allow
cameras into courtrooms .
state

They do not favor limiting cameras to the .

SUpreme Court or granting camera coVerage in

lines rrust be included for the

rcedi.a

all

cases .

Guide

to bring cameras into the

courtroom.
State ' s attorneys are not as well informed on the cameras in
the courtroan issue and are against allowing such coverage in

. any
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situation.

They rated the natia very low in past perfonnances in

CX)Vering court proceedings and believed the cameras in court would
disrupt court decorum and distract the major participants of a trial .
Bar

attorneys fit a similar description .

They were not well

inforned on the issue of caneras in the courtroom.

The attorneys

opposed allowing cameras into court proceedings and were against a
two-year experirrental period of camera court coverage .
newspaper and television reporters low

marks

They gave

on court coverage and

see cameras in court as a disruptive influence .
News directors .were roore interested in the caneras in the
CX)urtroom question.

'!bey desired an opportunity to exper:Lrnent with

camera coverage of court proceedings .
It is apparent fran the survey results that attorneys nust
becooe better inforned on the caneras

in

the courtroan issue before

. rcaki.ng a final judgnent on whether such CX)Verage should be allowed in

South Dakota .
opinions

Judges appeared to be better inforrred and their

differed

significantly

fran

state ' s

attorneys

and

bar

attorneys in several areas .
It is also apparent specific guidelines are essential before
any camera coverage of trials are all� .

Judges said they are

familiar with the proposed· guidelines , but . attorneys said they are
are not .

Television news directors do appear to be familiar with the

guidelines .
A two-year experimental trial period is desired by South
rakota judges .

These are the people responsible for controlling the ·
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courtroom dut'ing the trial .

It was obvious a majority of the judges

believed they could handle the presence of cameras in court .
'!he two ccmnittees fomed by the South Dakota Supreme Court to
study caneras in the courtroan recormended an experimental trial
period .

This recOll'ltleilda ion to study camera coverage of courts was

rever acted on by the justices of the Supreme Court .
Major opposition would cone fran state ' s attorneys and bar
attorneys .

'!hey strongly oppose any attsrpt to allow· carcera coverage

Attorneys are against carreras in court whether
_
it would be an experi.nental trial period or covering South Dakota

of court proceedings .
·

Suprane Court arguments

•

Television news directors said they believed reporters do
understand the judicial process and cover trials in a responsible
na.nner .

'!hey want cameras in the courtroem.
'!here is a need for judges , attorneys , and news reporters to

tetter understand each others '

profession.

'!here is a need for

reporters to better understand the judicial process .

Even though

reporters might know enough to report a trial , it is not enough to
earn the respect of the major participants of a trial .
State ' s attorneys and bar attorneys need to better educate
themselves on caneras in the courtroan.

Over forty states allow sorre

fonn of camera coverage of court proceedings , but over forty percent
of the bar attorneys and fifty-four percent of the state ' s attorneys
did not know how many states currently allow carceras in court .
'1\Nenty-five percent of bar attorneys and twenty percent of . the ·
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state ' s attorneys did not believe there were over ten states . that
a.rrrently allowed canera coverage of sorre court proceedings .
'Ibis indicates · a need for further investigation by a majority
of attorneys on canera coverage of court proceedings .

The public ' s

right to know and the individual ' s right to privacy are issues that
deserve discussion in the caneras in the courtroan issue .
Judges and attorneys have negative i.rcpressions toward South
rakota reporters .

The survey shows they don ' t believe reporters

ex>ver trials in a responsible manner and reporters need to have a
retter understanding of the judicial process .

These concerns will

have to be addressed before canera coverage of court proceedings are
allowed .
'!be study on allCf.#ling carreras in South Dakota courtrooms
shows a conflict exists between the bar and the press on this issue .
'Ibis study should be the first step to understanding the problems
related to carreras in the courtroan in South Dakota .
Efforts should be made by all South Dakota judges , attorneys ,
and reporters to learn xoore about each others '

professions so a

better . working relationship can be developed .

Reccmnendations
1.

'!be South Dakota Suprare Court should begin a two-year

experimental trial period under guiaelines proposed by the South
rakota Suprare Court ' s ccmnittee on cameras in the courtroom
2.

The exper.i.Irental

trial

in

1984 .

period should be allowed above

·

·
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objections of attorneys for the purpose of detoonstration an eduction
of all parties involved .
3.

Research should be conducted of all trials receiving

camera coverage for _the prrpose of determi.nin:J

if

distraction, sensa

tionalism, education , the public ' s right to know , and an individual ' s
· right to privacy are affected by such coverage .
�-

The presiding judge would have the right to prohibit

camera coverage if the proposed guidelines are violated by the news
rredia at any stage of the trial .
5.

Activities bet\\1een the bar and the press

should be

pr0100ted by ·news directors , judges , and attorneys so a roore thorough
understanding can develop between the different roles and how each
operates in a trial setting .
6.

An evaluation of the two-year experiment be made by an

lmbiased comnittee made up of judges , attorneys , and nedia represen
.
tatives to detennine if the results

indicate changes should be

attenpt.ed in South Dakota codified law or if the statute preventing
camera coverage should remain.

SUggestions for Future Study
1.

Further

study should be conduCted on the effects of the

camera on the trial participants .
evaluation during a
would test

if

attorneys or

IOOCk

'!his . could best be accomplished by

trial or real trial situation.

The study

the careera does distract jurors , witnesses , judges , and
if

the camera actually benefits the judicial process ,
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2.

'!he anti-madia feelings expressed by attorneys suggests

the need for a study on the actual conflict .

The study could center

on the attorneys role in court carpared to the reporters role .
3.

A stud¥ of

television news

directors

and assigrment

erli.tors could be perforned to study present methods used to cover
trials .

This could look at what makes a court proceeding inportant

enough _ to warrant carcera coverage and the positive and negative
aspects of covering a trial when cameras are prohibited fran the
oourtroom.
4.

Another study could review the research instruments used

in other states concerning carceras in the courtroan.

This study

would evaluate problems encountered and inprovements made in the way
cameras cover trials .

This would enable proper research instruments

to be evaluated and developed before · any experimental canera in
courts period is undertaken in South Dakota .
South

Dakota

Suprene

Court

or

any

other

It would assist the
independent

group

in

preparing the proper research instrument to be used to detennine if
cameras should be allowed in court proceedings .
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APPENDIX A
<;P.ESTIONNAIRE ·
'!his survey concerns Whether television caneras should be pennitted to
cover court proceedings in South Dakota . It is being done for a
graduate thesis in journalism at South Dakota State University in
Brookings . If you have any questions contact Terry Harris at 692-5344 .
Please check the appropriate responses :
You are a:
Justice/Judge
States Attorney
Attorney

Age :
_

__

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 or more

Location :
Eastern South Dakota
Pierre , South Dakota
Western South Dakota
other :
( please specify)

Please review the following repcinses and check the

r you agree with :

answe

1. I favor allowing television carreras into all court proceedings in
South Dakota for the purpose of "live" or taped news coverage .
Undecided
No
Yes
2 . I favor such coverage only at the South Dakota state Supreme Court
level . Yes
No
Undecided
·

3 . I favor an experimental trial period · allowing camera coverage of
South Dakota court proceedings for a two-year period .
Undecided
No
Yes
4 . I favor · an experimental trial period allowing camera coverage only
at the state Supreme Court level for a two-year period .
Undecided
No
Yes
5 . I am familiar with guidelines proposed by the Carreras in the
Courtroom Coomittee of the state . Supreme Court .
Yes
No
Undecided
6 . How many states presently allow some sort of camera coverage in
court proceedings?
1 to 10
11 to 20
21 to 30 ·
41 or ·more
31 to 40
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Please consider the following responses Which concern possible factors
involved with allowing camera coverage into a court proceeding . Please
circle the number that represents your present attitude . If you
strongly agree with the response circle ( 7 ) and if you strongly
disagree with the response circle ( 1 )
strongly
strongly
disagree
agree
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
1. Allowing television camera equiptent , even
under strict guidelines , �uld disrupt
ex>urt proceddings .
•

2 . South Dakota teleVision news reporters are
only . interested in " sensational" trials
ex>ncerning 111lrder , rape , sexual abuse ,
and child abuse .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

3 . Camera coverage of South Dakota ex>urt
proceedings would be of educational value
to all citizens .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

4 . Cameras in court �uld distract the presiding
judge fran properly .doing his/her job during
the trial .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

5 . Allowing canera coverage of South Dakota ' s
Unified Judicial System would give people roore
ex>nfidence in the trial process by actually
seeing it �rk.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

6 . Camera coverage in court �uld distract
attorneyS from properly doing his/her job
during the trial .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7 . Cameras in court �uld cause attorneys to
"play to the camera"

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

8 . Witnesses would be distracted by cameras in
cx:>urt causing inaccurate testimony .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

9 . Jurors �uld be distracted by the caneras in
rourt to the point that · trial results · would
1::e affected.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

. ,

•

10 . Broadcasting actual testimony �uld. nake
news reports on a trial roore accurate �
ll .

'!he short amount of roverage on COilltercial
television news would not help the audience
tmderstand the judicial process .
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12 . Showing a defendant in court , instead of
Wilking into court handcuffed, would improve
the defendant ' s image to the public .

strongly
strongly
disagree
agree
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

13 . '!he U. S . Suprene Court decision in
Estes v. Texas proved caneras in court
should be banned in all cases .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

14 . Many positive surveys in states towards
allowing caneras into courts is not enough
proof that South Dakota should also allow
cameras in .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

15 . Technological advancements in television
equipnent make camera coverage in court
acceptable because there woUld be less
distraction during a trial .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Please review the following responses concerning the quality of news
reports of court proceedings and circle the appropriate response . Once
again, by circling ( 7 ) you strongly agree with the response and by
circling ( 1 ) you strongly disagree with the response .
·

1 . Television reporters cover court trials in a
responsible , effective manner .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2 . Newspaper reporters cover court trials in a
responsible , effective manner .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

3 . Media reporters have an acceptable
understanding of how South Dakota ' s
judicial system works .

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

All comnents concerning television coVerage of court proceedings are
�lcane and encouraged . ·A stamped, self-addressed envelope was
included for your use . Thank you for your cooperation and
prrticipa.tion.

..
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March 12 , 1986

{ Judges cover letter )

/title /firstnm /MI /lastnm
/address
/city, /state /zip

Dear /title /lastnm,
For the
allowing
position
survey to

past three years I have been studying the question of
cameras into South Dakota courtroans . Because of your
on the bench you have been selected to take part in a
establish where the issue stands today .

'Ibis survey is part of a thesis I am preparing for a masters of
science degree in journalism at South Dakota State University in
Brookings . Your participation is important .
'ntis is an anonyxoous . survey. A self-addressed , stamped envelope
is included to encourage your participation. Names will not be
used in any way and I will be the only person allowed to view any
of the individual responses . It is important to nark · doWn your
honest opinion .
I do appreciate your help in this effort. Please take fifteen
. minutes and carplete this questionnaire by April 1 , 1986 . Please
feel free to call IE if there are any questions . '!be number is
692-5344 .
Sincerely,
Terry Harris
Graduate Student
South I:ekota State University

'lH

enclosure
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March 12 '

1 °�6

( State • s Attorneys cover letter )
\firstnm \MI \lastnm
\address
\city, \state \zip

Dear \firstrun,
As a state • s attorney you nust deal with the media while handling

important cases in your county . '!he questionnaire included concerns
allowing television cameras into South Dakota courtrooms . As a
prosecutor your opinion is very valuable to this research .
'!his survey is part of a thesis I am preparing for a masters of
science degree in journalism at South Dakota State University in
Brookings . Your participation is important .
It is an anonyroous survey. A self-addressed , stamped
included to encourage your participation. Names will
in any way and I will be the only person allowed to
the individual responses . It is i.np:>rtant to give
q;>inion.
·

envelope is
not be used
view any of
your honest

I do appreciate your help in this effort . Please take fifteen
minutes and carplete this questionnaire . Be sure to return this
survey by April 1 , 1986 and feel free to call me if there are any
questions . '!he number is 692-5344 .
Sincerely,
Terry Harris
Graduate Student
South D:ikota State University

'IH

enclosure
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��ch 12 , 1986
( Bar Attorneys cover letter )
/firstrun, /MI /lastrun
/address
/city, /state /zip .

Dear /firstrun,
You have been selected at random to participate in an important
survey which concerns allowing television caneras into South
rakota courtrooms . 'Ibis has been a hotly debated issue in this
state for sane time and your opinion is important in detennining
where the issue stands in this state .
'!his survey is part of a thesis I am preparing for a masters of
science degree in journalism at South Dakota State University in
Brookings . Your selection was nade by chance from a list of
attorneys in South Dakota.
'Ibis is an anonymous survey . A self-addressed , stamped envelope
is included to encourage your participation. Nalres will not be
used in any way and I will be the only person allowed to view any
of the individual responses .
·

I do appreciate your help in this effort . Please take fifteen
minutes to cooplete this questionnaire and mail it by April 1 ,
1986 . Please feel free to call me if there are any questions .
'Ihe _ number is 692-5344 .
Sincerely,

Terry Harris
Graduate Student
South Dakota State University

'lH

enclosure
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